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INTRODUCTION 

So-called absolute values of earth-current potentials, which are meant by the 

potential differences them8elves ·me~sured by some suitable method釦 dapparatus 

between two points on the ear~~s .. s~ace, generally consist of various kinds of 

pot~ntials due to di仇 rentcauses and circumstances in different localities, but 

~e~e~a~ly speaking, they can be divided into two parts ; the one i$. .. caused by some 

agencies prevailing in the higer. atmosphere of the earth, whU~ ： .~P,e 1 -0ther by ones 

seated in the earth including a number of extraneous effects near:. th~ ~lectrodes. 

The first part is mainly responsible for the so-called universal earth-cμrrents, 

such as the daily variations, earth-current storms, micro-pulsations, various kinds of 

irregular disturbances and so on. These variations of earth-currents are all 

distinguishable from・ those of purely local origin and also observable simultaneously 

with those of the transient field of ~eomagnetism, but their local behaviors are 

remarkable indeed. The second part has been considered to be of reclically local 

character it民 If,and actually, very little analysis has been ~one in ra出erspecified 

localities probably on account of some observational troubles ; for example, electrode 

performance, faulty insulation, variable .contact potentials and so fo此h.

In this paper we dealt with their local characteristics as well as their world-

wide natur情。fthe first part・ of earth-currents, namely, so-called universal earth-

currents, in r白 pectto their spatial distributions and time variations. Since the very 

beginning of the history, many observations of this part of earth-currents have 

been carried out in various localities and担 differentepochs of the sunspot. cycle. 

But owing to both defect of radical considerations of observational method and 

technique, and the complicated local natures of the earth’s crust at the place where 

the observation is made, we are obliged .yet to have little knowledge.of .their physical 

meanings~ and even of their morphological basic facts as a world-wide phenomena. 

Therefore, in order to promote quickly this slow progress, as it holds ・good for the 

cases of other branches of science developed recently, it is strのnglydesired' to observe 

them by using more modern techniques and apparatus at more well distributed 

stations all over the world. And then should be established their phenom~istic 

backbone of this branch of science. Unfortunately, it is a fact that even this戸elf-

evident requirement was not so easily realized. It is grateful, however, to have had 

recently many valuable ma旬rialin several plac飽 inthe world. 

In the following chapters it 'is泊tended.to make bettぽ understan~ng of 

remarkable local characteristics of univer縄 learth-currents by using th田eavailable 

material as many as・ po鑓 ibletogether with useful data of earth-resistivity and 

geomagnetism, and then to contribute to the investigation of ea此h-curren旬 asa 

world-wide phenomena. 



CHAPTER I. PRINCIPAL, OR RESTRICTED DIRECTION OF 

THE VARIATION OF EARTH-CURRENTS 

§l. Distribution。fthe principal direction deduced fr。mthe diurnal variation 

・ In the first place, in order to glance the general feature of出espatial distribution 

of universal earth-currents, so-called principal directions of potential gradients at 

several plac白 ovぽ 仕ieearth’s surface are summarized in Table 1, and shown泊 Fig.1. 

Here, the principal direction is expressed by the near飴 tround・ number of degrees of the 

angle subtained between the g~gr却hi~~ nor也 ~d the dir配信onof the major辺cisof a 

hodogr~pb of. the ~ean di~nal variation. at each-坑ation，副.ceavailable data at hand are 

.a}} coぱinedto the diurnal variation o叫y.At some stations, each hoぽ ly司rectord併説snot 

always convぽ-geto any closely m凶ct~direc(ion, but mak偲 ・more・orle錨 anoval fi思ire,

and somewhat differs白isdir・舵 tion仕omthat deduced fr,。m.various kinds of sho此 period

variations mostly prevailing during the disturbanc偲 . We may be, howev・ぽ， satisfactory

to demon~trate the general t~ndency, if any, of the spatial dis位ibti抵onof the dir配 tion 

of ・potential gradien匂. As it is鉛 enin the .figure, we have not so many poin旬 asa 

whole, and none in the middle par旬 ofthe Nぽ thAmぽica,A企icaand Asia, tho11gh 

relatively nurnerous in two・ regions, the eastern part .of U. S. A. and Japan. 

In出enext ~paragraph. we will f仕stdiscu錨 themode of dis住ibutionof the principal 

dir舵 tionsin. tl捻setwo regions合om也etopographical and g旬 logicalpoin恰 of.views.

Table 1. i;irincipal direction deduced from the diurnal variation. 

Place I Principal direction Lat. Long. 

おd姐匂Ui〔1〕 N 90・w 67・・24’N ぉ・初’ E 
Haparanda (2〕 N 80 w 65 印 N 24 08 E 
Lund【3〕 N 60 w 55 42 N 13 11 E 
・Paris (1) N 40 w 48 42 N 2 22 E 
Berlin (4) N 20 w 52 30 N 13 25 E 
Greenwich〔5〕 N 10 E 51 44 N 。。
Ebro (4〕 N 20 w 40 49 N 。33 E 
Wa:ぬeroo(4〕－ N 5 w 30 19.1 s 1’5 52.6 E 
Fairb田llcs 〔4~ N 釦 .w 64 54 N 147 48 w 
.~句on . 〔4〕 N 20 E 認 14.8 N 110 印 .1w 

• - .一’－・ ．． 

· . ~：；：h儲a卯ra 〔4〕
N 部 w 12 02.7 s 75 却.4w 

－・
142 . ・45 (6) N 80 w 46 58 N E 

K.akioka c1J N 60 E 36 14. N 140 11 E 
Ch回 terfleld〔8) N' 回 w 63 20 N 90 42 w ． 
1'oledo (9〕 N 60 E 39 53.l N 4 02.7 w 

， 
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句2. Principal direction observed in Japan 

CA〕， RecentobseYvations of earth-currents in Japan 

In re偲 nty組問， ・on出eo伐鵠ionsof the total solar ecli何回 andd鵠佐uctive伺 r也－

quak国 ・wehave had several lucky opportunities to obtain numerous available da包 of

e紅白守cu汀·~nts at fixed and temPorary stations all ov・ぽ theJapan Island. They could 

afford a .chance to understand more開・eci:舘 lyand more syn白etically白echaractぽistic

dis甘ibutionof earth-currents in different localiti回. These stations and their principal 

dir民主ionsare shown in Fig. 2-17, and tabulated in Table Z. The valu回 inthis table 

Table 12. M回 riprincipal directiOn deduced from short period variations. 

No. 'Place [ Lat. N I Long. E I忠炉｜ 9o Period 

1 I Shint加ri〔10〕 48。36' 142・・50' N 84・w N 76・w June 1与一20,1936 

2 Toyo hara 46 58 142 45 N 78 E N 70 E Mar., ~~· June, 1934 
Sept., 

3 Memanbetsu 43 回 144 12 N 43 E N 43 E June, 1936 

4 Kosb..hnizu〔10) 43 52 144 28 N 30 E N 20 E June 1与一20,1936 

5 Nemuro (12〕 43 20 145 35 N 40 W N 29 W Jan.. Feb., 1943 

6 Obihiro 42 55 143 03 N 18W N 49 W Jan., Feb:, 1943. 

7 Dru加ra 43 10 142 35 N 84 W N 37 E 1947 
8 Asamushi〔10〕 40 53 140 52 N 43 E N 63 E June 19-20, 19お

9 Morioka 39 42 141 01 N 臼 E N 74 E Dec., 1946-Dec., 1947 

10 Sendai (10) 38 15 140 52 N 39W N 61 W June 19-20, 19お

11 Haranomachi 37 37 140 56 N 邸 W N 88 W Dec., 1946-Dec叶 1947

12 Kakioka お 14 140 11 N 73 E N 82 E Dec., 1946-Dec., 1947 

13 加 戸k＆制。 31 43 131 04 N 77 E N 78 E D配：， 1946-Dec.,.1947 

14 Heda 34 58 138 46 (A~NねW N 25 W Aug., 1944 B N79W N 79 W 

15 Owashi 34 04 136 12 N 76 E N 66 E D即.， 1946-D配，， 1947

16 Shikano〔11〕 35, 27 134 34 N 13 E 。＆司［＞t.,17・ー-Oct.,2. 1943 
17 Tanabe (15〕 33 38 135 22 N 52 E N 43 E Jan.-Feb., 1947 

18 Muro旬〔151 33 17 134 17 N 55 E N 55 E Jan .-:-Feb., 1鈍7‘（N 73 E) 

19 Kanoy a 31 25 130 53 N 75 E N 69 E Dec.＇.＿~~. Jan. , 19印

20 Y田n叫坦wa(14〕 31 12 130 綿 N 15 E N 15 E May' Sept.. 1950 
21 Ishig叫d〔12〕 24 20 124 10 N 民 W N 50 W Sept., 1941 

22 Yonakuni ( 13〕 24 28 123 00 N 34 E N 30 E Sept., 1941 

お Re bun 45 20 141 03 N 24 E N 24 E May, 1948 

24 Fukui 
笥 6.9 1お 11.4N 45W N 59W July, 1948 (Kawaimura) ( 16〕

持 Valu関 afterthe great伺 r出qu凶ce，“Nankaid・δEar也.qu副te”
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6 T Y9母UMATS:U

are almost qeduced企o:nthe mean directions ・for many short period variations on account 

of the unpublished hourly valu偲 atmost of stations and al59仕・oubl偲 omegradual 

ti国evaria~ons of contact potentials. As it ・is艶 enin the table, since the epochs of 

observations are inevitably scatt，ぽ・edi'l the・ intぽvalof mare than fifteen years,. it may 

be h訂 dly、P咽 sibleto avoid so:ne位四回 dueto .time variations，託 any,ofぬeprincipal 

dir配討ons.

The .short period・ variations. adopted hぽeare・ m館前 byordinary fluctuations of 

univ er寵ie紅白－currea旬 acco:npaniedwi也 simultaneousvariations in the geomagnetic 

位ansi~t・field.. Mpst of白e鵠 lectedvariations have・ s0 simple form tlμLt they m叫te

approximately 1ineCAr changes .lasting a few minut邸 to白.eir低位emepoin匂． At Ikutora, 

howev，ぽ， thedirection w却 exceptionallycomputed企om出etime variation betw僧ntwo 

succesive hourly values d~ing 切 disturbed intervals白紙 they・w，ぽeh町dlyaffected by' 

the diurnal variation field, while at Rebun evぽyten m担utesv叫u回 wereutilized. 

(B). P1'im:ipal direction and topography in ］~pan 

As itおclearly・seen in也ef igur回伽，ve-mentioned，也em側 principaldirection 

in tbe Japan ！~land shows a cb智 acteristicQis凶butionin r偲卵ctto the topography in the 

吋d凶ty-0f the station, or・鎚 con仕asted.with the relative distribution . of land an~ 槌 a.

That 'is to鈍 y,for the inost st拭tonsbeing 

situated n儲 rthe coast, the directions are much 

more nearly at right angl伺 to出.eco制 tline 

白analong it. At鈎 mepoin包 ina narrow 

penins叫a 白.eir principal directions coincide 

gen~lly With the dir白討onsof short伺 tpa出回

of也eland at that poin旬； Ne:nmo, Heda, 

Yamagawa and鉛 on. T:Qe similar mode・ can 

be al鈎 seenat a station in a small island when 

the adjacent $allow po此ionof the鍵 ais taken 

into account; Rebun, Isl試gaki, Yonakuni and 

so on. 

w 

6島

Do'・ 

回

Fig 18 Relation betw明n6o and 80 

Furthermore, in ordぽ toshow the above-mentioned・ fact clearly, the o凶ervedpi:inci-

pal direction 8.a, which is reckoned仕・om.the _geographical north, ・is compared・ Wi也 the・

calculated angle Oa sustained between the north and the. line connectin証thestatio~ to t包
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a伺 r回tpoint on也ecoast line, pro吋ded白紙 ataね tionnear白etop of a narrow 

pet話回ula也ela伎町 lineis旬kenperpendicu!Mly to也elex唱曲 of也.epeninsula. The 

r伺叫t・is shown in. Fig. 18 • As m闇討onedabove，也eangl伺 Bo’sare approximately伺 ual

to (}/s in spite of 'Wide range of Bo’S 偲 ceptoitly one station, Ikutora, which is situated 

恒 也ehigh mountained part of the Hokkaido District and far remote企omthe鵠 a-side.・ 

It may恥， however,".'{orthy to note that也edirection of tl児 sh1ぽ t回tlinear pa・也 in血is

d町 ict抑制ngthrough Ikutora is N 7Cl'W, while 80 is' N M。w.
It may be wぽ出yf町出町 toremark・白at出er回idual,Bo -Bo記 emsto '>e dis住ibuted

more or I鰯 inregtilar manner錨 shownin Fig. 19. That is to銅 y,13 positive valu図

。utof~ poinぉareappeared .in出elarger part of出eislands, while 7 negative on回

./() 

Fig, 19. Distribution of qo-Ba・
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are allσowded in也eli'lli.tted zone in the middle and northeastei:n p紅白ofJapan. The 

rest 4 .are zero or nearly Zぽ・o. In the Sap;alien all stations show positive vahl1回 inspite 

of its northぽbelong母ted・figure like that of the Tohoku .Dis凶ct. On the othぽ hand,

it can be noted that the n~gative area of 80 -fJo .s回 msto coincide approximately with 

the well-known geological s凶 ctぽ ezone in Japan，“Nerth」EastJapan ”. At any rate, 

it .may be then sugg，鎚~ed . that ・these facts may afford a clue to investigate the relation-

ship between earth-currents and geological s位ucturein rather large sc~e, though it is 

d回 iredto have more stations to decide it， 旬 開ciallyon the coas包 ofboth the Sea of 

J~pan and Seto Inner Sea, togethぽ withtho記 inthe cer巾叫 mountainedregjons. 

§3. Principal direction observed in the eastern part of U.S.A‘ 

In the oreceding paragraph., we d儲 cribedobservational facts regarding charactぽ istic

・local distribution <;>f. the principal direction in Japan and her vicinity. As an another 

ex~mpl~ to examine the minute feature of the mode of dis住ibutionof the principal 

direction, in this・ paragraph are位eatedthe r回ul匂 obtainedin the eastern United States. 

During the鉛 condpol訂 ye訂， 1932-1933,G.C. Southworth(l7〕obsぽvedthe伺此b

current potentials a,t about a dozen poin崎町・owdedin 也~region. According to his report, 

near出ecoast, esp配iallynear and in the peninsula Florida including Key West, whlch 

is locate4 in a small island laid bβtween the peninsula and HavanaくCuba),e.uth-current 

t>otential gradients inoStly tend to direct pぽpendicularly to the・ nearest C品 .st・li11e, QX: to 

the length of the peninsula including the adjacent ・shallowpart of the sel (Fig. 1 ). 

This genぽ・al.tendency of the distribution of the principal direction is very llimilar with 

that obtained in Japan, although the directions here訂ededuced from the diurnal varia-

tions. It is to be noted, however, that at two points, I)enmark and Houlton. the 

potential gradients訂 eof relatively . small amplitude and their principal directions deviate 

markedly from this general tendency. They・ sugg飴 tapparently some local behaviours 

of白eelec佐icalconductivities near the .stations, though we have no data of r回 istivities

of their subterranean ma鎚槌．

At an inland station, Wyanet (IlUnois) the hourlv vectors do not油OW出esimilar 

northw回 t-southeastdirection, bqt make more rotぽy variations than tho詑 at.othぽ

stations. It is so泊 ewhatnotable that along出.issectJ.on of M協同：ippiValley as pointed 

out by Southworth the principal direction鎚 emsto become more northぽ ly, or more 

: erpendicularly to the coast・ line of the Gulf. of Mexico. But the latter Iぬintshould be 
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discussed from other po弱iblePoin包 ofviews. 

§4. Principal directi。nsin some other places 

Hぼ eis also exa由inedwhether any app訂 ・entrelation do田 existbetween their 

principal directions・ and topographi回 atsome of the well-known obsぽ vatorieswhich are 

already given in Table 1 . 

At Ebro and Ch田 terfield, which訂 er回:pectivelylo伺 tednear the Mediterranean 

Sea and the Hud回 nBay, their principal directions are more perpendicular than parallel 

to the coast. And it is also noted出atthe principal direction at the fc :mer place is 

n伺 rlyalong the part of the river Ebro near it. The similar mode can be found at San 

Miguel in・ Argentine (Fig. 20 ). HaI泡randais situated near the coa8t of the so jugged 

Gulf of Bo也凶a出ati白 principaldirection鈍 emsto be not so simply relatable to也e

topography; out takes more or le路 similarmode with that at a station near出ecoast 

くFig.21 )'". The principal direction at Greenwich is not directed to the mouth of the 

Thames, but deviates slightly from the north. It coincides approximately with the direc・ 

tion of the shortest pa白 inthe island at the station, from the English Channel to the 

North Sea, including i臼・adjacentshallow part of血eS聞くFig.2i ). But it is: possible 

to suppose that the principal direction may be controlled by the鈎 uthern,or no此h・回stern

hilly region provided its larger resistivity in the northern directio・nthan th<t.t perpendicular 

to it. At Lund the direction runs no吋hwest・sou出回sterlyacrα)S the top of the peninsula 

in the direction Qf approximately the short笛 t.pa出 ofthe land (Fig. 23 ). 

In the next place, we will examine the subject at sοme other stations more remote 

from the coast. At Paris the prindpal direction runs tow.訂dsN40。walong the route 

of the rivぽ Seine.However, it may be considered to be rather perpendicular ~o the ∞ぉt

of the English Channel ((Fig. 1). The weli-known result at Berlin by Weinstein also 

show a血esimilar mode with that at a station n伺 rthe coast (Fig. 1 ) . The principal 

direction, N 'lIJ0W; at this plaほ doesnot take the general direction, northwest・ 

sou出east,of.也etoPQgraphical f eatur・ぽ出atis, rout倍 ofthe rivぽSElbe and Oder or 

trend of mountain rang回 inthe southern part of Berlin. 

At Hilancayo in Peru; where the high mountain system of Andes runs no目hwest・

釦 utheasterlyalong the coast, the principal direction is directed towards N 50。W along 

後 Even.at a station as high鵠 ScorebySund, Gr回凶and(Lat. 70°30’） , iぬ principal
d.ir民 tionsho吹S出is勿pe.
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~ri11c~pal dir白紙onof earth-cur~ent potential gradients. 

this甘end,or the valley of the river Mantaro, but not perpendicular ・to也ecoast line. 

It is more. or less ~imilar wi白血atat Toledo in Spain, where the principal dirぽ tion,

N 600E,. is nearly along. the gen~al . 仕·end of the river Tajo, or 'mountain chains in・this

vicinity. Th~ result of出e封 印ndpalar year’s 0凶e'rvations'at Fairbanks shows the 

similar manner as tho提訴事enabove. The prfnciPal direction, N 300 W, .at世話splace 

merely remains in出esame northw回 ternquadrant a~i' the general dir・配 tionof the Tanana, 

a百，ranchriver of出eY叫con.or 'i包 valley,.out deviat伺 ratherby large angl白 fromit. 

At Watheroo the princ.ipal. direction, N 5° W, coincides・ approximately with血atof 

the mountain-ranges running along the coast of the Indian Sea, at the eastern企鴎rgmof 

_,. 
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which is situated the observatory. But the principal direction does.not tend towards the 

general direction of也erivぽ s,or出eirvallei田， which紅 emostly originated in・ the詑

moun句iuedregions. The:i, in出isC笛ethe direction of the tivぽ， orits valley, i旬elt

託 emsto take no important role apparently for the distribution of the principal direction. 

It is, however, to be noted that the rivers in也isregion訂 eall of minor scale. On the other 

hand, ac-.cording to the r~isti吋tysurvey(18) n句 r由eobservatory the valu句 in也e:nor出町n

part are about three times larg，ぽぬan出.osein the創出町noneぉ itmay be expected 

仕om白etopographical views. Then it is not surprising that we !・ J.Ve such ordぽ of

amplib:tde ratio of也enor也・componentto the回 stone. In the vicinity of Tucson 

也eRocky moun包insgenぽallyappears to run nor出町lyor nortn伺 sterly,and joins the 

Sieπa Madre Occidental running northw信 tぽlyon也ecoast of the Gulf of臼i託ornia.

The principal也rection, N 20° E, is ra也ぽ・parallelto the running direction of the 

foロnermountains. 

AtおdankyHithe mode of出ediぽ muvar祖tionson quiet days訂 equite different 

fro泊．血.o8e・on disturbed days, that is, ip. the former回 sethe east-component is pred.omi-

nant, while n~rth-component 鈎 in 也e lattぽ ca詑． Then, any further d国ぽiptioncan 

not be done based on the縄問eidea郡白atregar也ng出estations in the middle or low 

latitudes. 

§5. Summary of the observational results regarding the principal direction 

From the topographical point of view, geni自主主Ifeat町田 ofthe dis甘ibutionof the 

¥ principal dir包括.onabove-mentioned are summar包ed鵠 follows.

CoasトtyJ>eる Ata s匂tionlocコatedn回 r..也ecoぉtits principal direction app回rs

frequent！~ to be more pぽpendicularto the n舘 r回t.・co部 tline tltan along it. 

Peninsula-type. When a s~on is・ situated in ~ narrow peninsula its princi開1

. direction !uns appoximately perpendicularly to 出el~血 of it. And similar manner 

白色 be鎚 enat a station being situated near the top of a peninsula, or in a small island, 

when the adjacent shallow Pai:t of血e鈍 a'is taken into cqnsidぽation. In othぽ words,

the・ principal direction coincides approximatelr wi血 dir配 tionof出eshor陶 tpath of the 

region considぽ~ p織 ingthrough白atpoint. 

Inland-type T~e principal direction at an inland station f<l! remote from the 

∞ぉtseems to take its .own. way. characterized by血eSUπ・ounding topagraphy，・戸・obc由1ly
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electrical conditions of出esub旬πan白紙 ma錨． As a whole, however, the・ principal 

direction is apt to be parallel to the general trend of the mountained regions in rather・ 

vast紅白 includingthe station ; $aY, Huan偲 yo, Toledo, F；泊banks. Watheroo and鉛

on. 

It is a tact出atat present there・ are few local ineasurementS of r1偲 istivitir.1 an.d It 

is much difficult・ to make so large scale electrical survey that .effective Portions of出e

earth controlling the earth-current flow at the vぽypoint句 nbe.鈍 tisfactorily位 amined

and iocated. αco町 民 itis not seldo~ to・haveteritarkab~e distortjon d 出eootent包l

gradient due to也ehetぽ・ogeneousdistribut~on of the el~凶ぬ1 c0ndμctiVio/ fa.出e・adjacent 

p訂 tof one elec位。deor one component only. But, actually. above-mentioned cla凶節句・

tion based on鈎 manyavailable data at present can pictl.tre up more subStantially the 

:ocality of the principal dir民 tion白anhithぽtodone. 

On the other hand, it is well known that the transient fields of both geo・

magnetism and earth-currents can b"e・ governed by the fundamental electromagnetic 

equations in. and out of the ionospheres and solid earth, both having correspo~ding 

anisotropic structure of the electric conductivity. The geomagnetic contribution 

from the induced current in the shallow part of the earth is actually so small that 

the observed universal e(!rth-current can be primarily considered as an induced 

electriG phenomena in the superficial layer. If the intensity of induced currents in 

the earth is determined in a world-wid~ scale, the potential drop at any point should 

be remar.kably localized according to the heterogeneous conductivity at the very 

pomt. 

From this point of view, the principal direction of univer-sal earth-currents at 

any point will be interpreted by assuming a reasonable spatial distribution of the 

conductivity in some area around the station, where the conductivity may be 

mathematically expressed in tensor from. 

.. ． 



CHAPTER II. TIME VARIATIONS OF THE MODE OF Sq OF 

EARTH-CURRENTS AND SOLAR ACTIVITY 

§1. Intr，。duction

In the preceding chapter has been studied experimentally the problem of出e

principal direction of earth-currents obs~rved at several stations ove1 the world. As a 

next step the local characteristics bf the magnitude of unive~sal earth-::urrents are to 

be clarified by using available data as many部 possible. However, before beating 

with this problem it is needed at first to see to what extent the magnitude of earth-

currents can be variable under different conditions of出esolar activity in order to 

make clearly the statement吋 theproblem. 

On the other hand, this is also useful not only for the investigation of the solar 

and terrestrial relationships from the side of earth-currents, but also for the purpose 

of studying ~y other kind of local or world-wide phenomena, not suffered from the 

solar influence. In出ischapter will be discussed various subjects in such a field of 

interest with respect to the time variations of the mode of Sq at many stations over 

the world, especially at Kakioka. 

§2. Correlati。nbetween maximum range。fSq of earth-currents 

and relative sunspot number 

〔A〕.Statistics for calm days 

In recent yea毘 relativelylong co凶 nuedobserv柑 onsof earth-currents have been 

carried out, or continuing up to date at the following four observatories, Tucson, 

Arizona. U.S. A.; Huancayo, Pelu; Watheroo, West Australia and Kakioka, Japan. 
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L A. Bauer(19〕hasstudied•somethin~ about the solar and terrestrial relationships from 

the side of ear出ーcurrentsobserved at Ebro, Tortosa, Spain, during the interval 1914-

1918. For the present investigation as a me出 ureof the solat influence upon the 

potential gradient of the daily variation is simply adopted the maximum range, R, of 

each annual mean Sq, because it is simple and sufficient for the present purpose. By 

this means出e relationship between R and annual sunspot number S (Zilrich) was 

studied by using the available data at these observatories during the latest one or 

two sunspot cycles. At first the following three possible expressions for the correlation 

between R and S are examined in respect to the maximum range of east-component 

for all days at Kakioka in出eperio.d from 1934 to 1951, 

Ri＝αt＋β1・s, R2＝α2＋β2・s＋γ2・S2, R8＝α（S+b):1: 

R1 16.6 0.0462 0.059 

Ri 16.8 0.0255 0.012.10・2 0.0臼

Ra 1.37 143 0.0部

2] I cal~s· 1 I 18 are伺 1叫 ed回

a I b ｜刻字l/1s

The various constants contained in R’s and 

follows in unit of m V /km, 

α ｜β ｜ γ 

where one can find no superiority of any one expression as compared with others as 

far as these data are concerned. 

Therefore, for the sake of simplicity 
仇

7
N.S Tu Cd/Jn 

the linear expression given by Ri 6 

will be used for the following state-

ment. 

The results shown in Fig. 24 

are written as follows, 

.R<1=Rも，IJ：十αZs 

Rc;..=m,N＋α：：， S, 

where Ri and R'lv ar~ respectively 

the annual mean maximum ranges 

given in m V /km for east-compon~nt 

J,O 槌槌 80 JOO I.加 i幼 S
Fig. 24(A). Relationship between ・maximum 

Z回 geRj., of the annual .mean Sq 
(10 least disturbed days) and relative 
sunspot number S, 1932～1942. 
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Fig. 24 (C). Relationship 9etween maximum range語Raand Re of the annual 
血伺nSq and relative sunspot number S, Kakioka. 

Calm days: 1鎚4～1945. All days : l回4～1951.

Table 3. Relationship・ between the maximum ranges of the annual mean Sq and 
relative sunspot number(Zilrich). 

( a) Calm days. 

me川町｜
． 

Station・ Latitude m,N Period 

30 19.1 
． 

羽Tatberoo s 0.筋 ． 0.10 0.49 0.02 
}10-calm da四 2-1942Huancayo 12 02.7 s 1.的 2.36 1.12 1.46 

Tucson 32 14.8 N 4.37 1.75 2.お 1.10 

Kakioka 36 13.9 N 4.20 18.0 2.日 4.00 ら-calmdays, 1934-1~51 

Toyohara 46 弱 N 2.60 6.60 0.鈎 3.23 5吃almdays,19お－1936
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(b) All days, 

Station La ti山 IRg ,.. R6 fl 10叫 10吋 l
。 F

Tucson 32 14.8 N 3.99 1.62 2.39 0.99 

Kakioka 36 13. 9 N 3.84 16.6 2.09 4.26 

Toyohara 46 日 N 2.70 7.30 2.30 4.82 

Haranomachi 37 37 N 4.8 4.3 2.6 1.5 

Kano ya 31 25 N 1. 4 2.7 1. 0 2.2 

Memambetsu I 43 55 N 3.6 1.4 2.3 1.5 

d:(dρ 
10 ~x ／，？－~ 

[,4]' 

骨KaAfS開 rur)

8 

6 

ft eKaA 

2 

o~血2 It 

c4j［~i:-2 
，ゐA

4 

3 {BJ 
2 

／ 

2 " 6 ---rm 12----r 1，ι18 20 Ro.~ （ゆ
Fill. 25 . Relation between αN（αE) and Ro,N(Ro,E) for calm 
.,. and all days. Suffix c : Calm days, a：、Alldays.; 

Bleck circle : East-component; Cros3 mark : North-
component. 

Period 

1932-1942 

1934-1951 

1933-1936 

1947-1951 

1950-1952 

1950-19沼

As seen in Fig. 25 (A) 

the connection between 

Ro’s and α’s manifests 

approximately a definite 

common .straight line pass-

ing through the origin, 

not depending upon the 

direction of the base line. 

The two expressions men -

tioned above, therefore, 

can be rewritten in the 

following single form, 

R..c='Rも（l+mc・S),

me =o: 54. lQ-:!. 

The magnitude of me 

nearly equals to that of the 

similar quantity which is 

well-k~own in the fields 

of geomagnetism and 

ionosphere. The east-
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component at Kakioka, however, deviates so much from the line that it s4ows no 

such distinct relationship, but for the summer season it holds fairly rood. On this 

point a precise discussion will be made in later paragraphs. 

On the o出erhand, if one looks more precisely at the distribution of points in 

these figures, apart from the general feature mentioned above, one notices some 

interesting mode of changes, for example, yearly rate of change of Re does not seem 

to be constant, but slightly differs for di庇erentsolax cycles, and even for components. 

And also during some intervals, namely, near the maximum or minimum epoch of S 

when the curve of S changes slowly, observed values fluctuate more remarkably than 

others. The latter seems to be more conspicuous at Tucson and especially so at 

Kakioka, and this point will be also retouched in latter paragraphs. 

CB〕.Statistics for all days 

Regarding the case for all days’mean the result is given in Table 3 (b) and 

graphically shown in Fig.お（B).adding the similar data at three stations in Japan; 

Haranomachi, Kanoya and Memambetsu, where earth-currents obse1vat1ons have been 

continued up to date for some yea回 {Fig.26). 

The expression corresponding to Re is given as follows, 

Ra=m (l+ma•S). ma=O. 54.10-2. 

where the values of east-component at both 

Kak~oka and Haranomachi are excluded from 

the computation of Ra because of the same 

reasonお mentionedabove in the case for calm 

days. Comparing (A) statistics with (B). it is 

safely said that there is no appreciable difference 

between two solar proportional constants me 

and ma as far as the present statistics are 

concerned. 

(C). Seasonal change(of Sq of e01ずか

currents and geomagnetic f idd 

at Kakioka 

In order to clarify the apparent dis-

0 20 /JO tiJ釦tag_/J)帥 i槌3

NS 

EW 

Fig.ぉJ・Relationshipbetween maximum 
ranges of the annual mean Sq for all 
days and relative sunspot number, 
Haranomachi, Kanoya and Memam・ 
betsu! Japan. 
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crepancy of east-componen~－ ii) relationship between R and S at Kakioka and in its vici・ 

nity, it is necessary to ascertain whether or not the same relation holds for each 

season. The maximum ranges of east component at Kakioka are given in Table ム

cla_ssifyi~g into three se硲o,ns, equinox (III, IV, IX, X), summer _・(v, VI, VII, VIII,) 

and winter (I, II, XI, XII) for each year, 1934～1951. The calculated values of Rも，B

and αf are given in Table ・5.

From these tables one can easily accept that iQ the winter season R varies in 

wide range, and consequ.ently αf amounts merely to 1/3～1/4 times those of other 

seasons. Furthermore, it seems that there ftxists no connection between R and S in 

the last sunspot cycle, 1934～1944, and only appears a slight correlation in the present 

cycle. Contrary to these. winter characteristics of the amplitude of Sq, the relation 

i!> closer in equinox, showing no definite difference between two cycles except for 

Table 4. Maximum range of the solar daily variation of earth-currents-for each season 

for east-component at Kakioka, ・ 1934・1951.(calm days) 

Year S則 nmer Winter・ I Equinox II Year I Winter 

mV/km mV/km mV/km 
1943 

mV/km mV/km mV/km 
1934 20.~ 19.3 25. 7 19.6 15.1 31.5 

35 19.1' 18.7 20.2 44 26.1 18.4 21. 5 

36 30.4 17.5 25.6 45 18.5 19.2 16.8 

37 24.9 19.4 27.6 46 20. 7 21. 5 22.2 

38 27.4 17.6 24.6 47 31.1 22.5 27.6 

39 25.6 13.8 30.4 48 32. 7 22.9 26.8 
40 お.8 19.9 お.4 49 30.9 27.6 27 .. 0 
41 1,8.4 18.4 20.5 回 25.5 23.3 25.1 
42 22.9 18.9 20.6 51 27.9 21.9 24.8 

two larger values of R’s in 1934 

and 1943, these values being 

omitted from th,e computation of 

Table 5. In su11uner1 however, 

α:g becomes as large as four 

times that of winter, and con-

sequently it agrees fairly well 

with the value expectable from the diagram （α：：，Rも11).'as ・shown. in .. Fig. 25 (A) The 

Table. 5. R~.F. and a: for each season at 

Kakioka, 1934・1951.

V
－－
 声

L

・m
 

m
 

u
 

cJM 
Winter EQuinox 

RJ,11 118.0mV/km I 18.6m¥T/km I 18.連mV/km

α： I 9. s.10・2 I 2. 4. 10-i I s. 6. lQ・2
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inequality of出esolar 

effect said above can 

be also detectable in 

other terrestrial phe・ 

nomena, for example, 

at Washington{21〕the

noon value oi fi:, 

in winter shows about 

20% smaller αin the 

epoch 1944～1952 

than that in 1935～19 

43 provided the linear 

correlation with S. It 

is concluded, there・ 

0 20 崎前鈎

D f 1'13'1-Jfl//J J.ぬ＇－＇ioia.

/()() 12.D s 
Yt>ar 

，6
5

 
Wintけ

Sum.mer 
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 Fig. 27(A). Relationship b岳tweenmaximum range of 

geomagnetic Sq for calm days et Kekioka and 
relative sunspot number. 

(A) : Declinetion. (B} : Horizontal intensity. 
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/fX) /2/) s fore, that Sq at Kakioka 

makes a remarkable sea・ 

sonal change in respect 

to east-component, and 

consequently one may pre・ 

fer summer to the other 
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se邸 onsfor some inves-

tigations of the solar and 

terr白 trial relationships 

in出evici凶tyof Kakioka. 

Further, iii order 

to suppo抗 thes回tement

before-mentioned a similar correlation between S and .the maximum range of出e

． Sum'Jle'r 
． 

Fig. ?:l (B). 

geomagnetic. Sq-field was examined at Kakioka. 

As seen easily from Table ・6and T&:ble 7, or Fig. 'Zl, there is scarcely a linear 

correlation between S and li1i, maximum range of Sq of the geomagnetic . horizontal 

intensity in winter season, while a fairly good connection can be seen between S and 

R~， maximum range for d'eclination. The former just corresponds to the case of e邸 t・
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Fig. 28 Relation between a~ and Ro,z for 
geomagnetic and・ earth-current Sq 
variations. 
Suffix .x : H, D, East-and North-

component, resp舵 tively.
y : Mean for Yt> 
・ s : Mean for summer 

component of earth-curtents, while the 

latter does to that of north-component. 

And it is also to be noted that in sum・ 

mer the horizontal intensity shows the 

とlosestcorrelation with S as east-compo-

nent of earth-currents does. In Fig.・28

is shown such a correspondence between 

earth-currents and geomagnetic field 

with respect toαZ’s, where suffix x 

represents H, D, Z, E and N,. .respec-

tively. 

This intimate connection between 

earth-currents and geomagnetic field 

obtained here confirms that an Abnormally sm.all amplitude of east-component of Sq at 

Kakioka or in its vicinity is not caused by .any extran~ous effect depending on 

observational conditions, but does link into more significant geophysical circumstances 

in the region considered. 

Table 6. Maximum range of the solar daily variation of geomagnetic clements 

at Kakioka,. 1934－~943 (calm days) 

Summer、 Winter Year 
Year 

H D z H D z H D z 

・17:6 6.47 ぉ：1 16γ .6 2.66 u?'s 14γ .5 
， 

17γ .1 1934 4.60 

35 20.6 7.02 27.6 18.8 3.60 15.0 20.1 4.89 20.0 

36 29.9 8.81 31.9 17.7 3.40 20.3 25.5 6.11 26. 7 

37 25.8 9.44 33.4 24.3 4.49 25.0 26.6 6.80 28.8 

38 32.2 9.01 30.8 24.7 4.48 21. 8 26.9 6.56 25. 7 

39 26.2 8.03 28.3 18.1 3.53 17.8 25.1 5.95 23.4 

40 26.4 7. 70 22.9 17. 7 3.09 17.3 24.8 5,39 21.0 

41 23.0 6.70 21.2 17.9 3.01 16.4 23.1 5. ~9 18.3 

42 21.0 6.67 20.7 20.1 2.90 16.8 20.8 4.64 19.1 

43 21.1 6.25 18.6 15.0 ・2.92 13.4 21.1 4.76 17.0 

・1:1
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Table 7. ~.x and α：!or the geomagnetic th ref! clements at Kakioka (.x : H, D, Z). 

Summer Winter 

行TぞH D z D z z 

17γ .5 
， 

18.γ 7 17γ .3 
， 

11.γ 7 
， 

14γ .6 R~，z 5.5 2.5 4.2 

100α； 11.2 3.4 11.3 2.7 1. 4 9.3 2.2 11. 5 

*3・ Long period change of the mode of Sg in・ winter at Kakioka 

.and. sunspot number 

〔A〕.Introduction 

In connection with the phenomena of abnormally ・decreasing amplitude of east-

component of earth-currents at Kakioka, it seems to be important to touch further 

some characteristic changes of the mode of Sq in the course of long years. 

Kakioka may be probably a typical station in the middle latitude encountering 

with different mode of distribution of the northern focus of the equivalent overhead 

.current system of Sq. And it has been recently established〔22〕byusing the data of 

the Second Polar Year that the intensity and position of foci of Sq frequently make 

remarkable changes. The matter .. however, has been scarecely known yet about how 

does this mode change in the long course of time, especially with respect to the solar 

activity. Although the following statistics are mainly based' on the data at Kakioka 

during the latest two sunspot cycles, they may contribute a new information to the 

question stated above. 

〔B〕.Long period change of T~in.• time of occurrence of the e~treme 

minimum of Sq of earth-currents，初 winterat K akioka 

The form of Sq at Kaki-
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when the cuηent flows eastwards 

or northwards. It should be, 

however, .emphasized that the 

form of Sq shown in the・ figure, 

that is, the mode of occurrence 

0 2 I/. 6 8・ JO 12 llJ 16管Ej~Hjj 2/Jh 
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Fig. 29. Yearly mean Sq of earth-current potential 
gradient at Kakioka，・1934～1似4(five calm days). 
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Fig. 30. Hourly frequencies of凹 currence
of extreme maximum a~d minimum 
of Sq for east由component,1934-1951, 
'(calm days). 
Solid line : ・extreme maximum. 
Broken line : extreme minimum. 

of the extreme values does not remain 

constant in the course of the sunspot cycle. 

For the first time a remarkable differe-

nce between winter and the other two seasons 

can be seen .in the hourly frequency distribu-

tion of T:?iin. as shown in Fig. 加・． This 

seasonal inequality is most conspicuous for 

east-component m wmter. 

Concerning Tふυoccu口encetime 

of the extreme maximum, one can find no 

such a thing. Then, in the following 

S旬tementone may confine himself to r::.1n. 

of east-component in winter only. The 

frequency of occuπence of T~1n. 出 the

forenoon hours amounts to 75% of the total 

number during the period 1934～1951. In 

winter, therefore, the extreme minimum of Sq appears for the most time in early 

morning, con悦 ryto the mode of Sq in summer or equinox. The time variations 

・of.r：白. and T!:,n. for each annual mean Sq are shown in Fig. 31, denoting by 

the marks max. and min. , respectively. It is clearly seen in the figure that out of 

total twenty years only five years show the extreme minimum of Sq in the afternoon. 

Furthermore, it should be noticed that all these five years are situated in the in-

creasing phases of sunspot numbers as far as the latest two sunsp。tcycles are concerned. 
As a whole, T!tn. undergoes. a remarkable long period change with the maximum about 

two years before the maximum year of S, but the form of the curve is dissimilar 

with that of S itself. Concerning this point, however, it was found out that there is 

a good parallelism between the curve and that of tl.S／似弓S州一s,.,sucsessive difference 

of annual. sunspot引mbers，・whichare plotted for the middle of two consecutive 

years. In oth~r words, it is found out that even in winter there exists an intimate 

connection between R and S, if such a new measure is taken into consideration for 

the inequaJity of the form of Sq: 

At last it may be worthy to. touch again the ptoblem of ·r~＼n. in vrinter in an 
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another way. Let the 

number of months sa・ 

tisかingr：ρ T!az. out 

間~ !6 誕翰抱嶋崎総 50 52・ SQ. 
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<A> Eル1-Co1npo.,,ent, Ka*iofu of four winter months be 

denoted by n, and its 

year四 to四 year change 1s 

examined. In Fig. 32 (A) 

is shown the yearly change 0 

of n for east-component, 

manifesting a similar long 

period change 邸 seen

already in Fig. 31. Of 

course, we have a similar 

change for nortb-compo-

nent, though n is larger 

but less amplitude of varia-

tion than easト・component. -60 

The smoothed solid 

curves. in the figures are 

drawn by using four years' 

running average of n. 
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Fig. 31 . Long period change of T払n.of Sq for ensト
component in winter at Kakioka (A) and time 
gradient of relative sunspot number AS/ At, 
where At is one year (B). AS/ At’s for annual 
and winter means of S are expressed by black 
circles and cross marks, respectively. 

〔C〕.Long per向dchange of the mode of.geomagnetic Sq at Kakioka 

In order to ascertain the result obtained above in an another interval of years, 

geomagnetic Sq at Kakioka will be examined for the period 1925～1945. 

Horizontal intensity H: The hourly frequency of T:f.1n. and Tふ.a問 shown

in Fig. 33. The distribution of T!,n. is almost steady in each season within a limit of 

two hours of fluctuations, though there is a slight tendency in winter to occur within 

a few hours before the midnight. On the contrary to this, the monthly mean extreme 

maximum occurs during 6～9 hours by 38% of the total months in winter. In harmony 

with the case of earth-currents, the number of months satisfying T:!m:. >T：？，肌 outof 

four winter months is denoted by n, and its yearly change is shown by H骨1az. in 

・Fig. 34 . The smoothed curve shows two maxim~， a predominant maximum in 1927 
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Fig. 32 Long period change of.n, namely, 

number of months satisfying T:;.10. 

> T:,"'・ out of four winter mor泊究

for each year at Kakioka(calm days). 
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Fig. 33 Hourly frequencies ~f extreme 
maximum and minimum of 
geomagnetic Sq for the hori・ 
zontal intensity H at Kakioka. 
1925～1945 (calm days). 
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Fig. 34 Long period changes of the mode of geomagnetic 
Sq in winter for the horizontal intensity H, 

d民 linationD and vertical intensity Z at Kakioka. 

and' less one in 1935 ; 

each occ1t1rs one or two 

years earlier than the 

maxima of S. This 

general tendency is in 

harmony pretty well with 

that of eal'th-currents. 

Dul初ationD: 

Comparing with H, the 

form of Sq of D 

is remarkably stable,, 

and the maximum and 

minimum occur almost 

at 13hr and・ 9hr, respec-

tively. The frequencies 

of T:?iciz and T::,10. are 

such as given in Table 8. If the oumber of months in winter, of wich daily maxima 

occur eadier or later than 13 hr, the most frequent time of occurrence, be denoted by 

n', the year-to-year variation of n' is of a similar curve with H m＝・asshown. by DvA:D・
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in Fig. 34. But the sense of variation Table 8. Frequency (%) of Tn!... and T~！n. 
at Kakioka, 1925・1945.is such that the more frequently H 

10 11 12 13 I 14h 

15 69 I 15 

Tf:.1札 12 77 11 

shows the summer-or equinox由 type,

也emore ne紅 lyT~a.z・ approaches

to 13hr. In o出erwords, deviations 

of T:?ia.z. from the most frequent 

value, 13 hr, seem to be controlled by the same agencγas governing the fluctuations 

of Tι8・

Vertical intensity Z : T~in. appears in the interval 8 hr～11 hr, namely, 50% 

at 9 hr, and 83% in 9 hr～10 hr, while Tふ:c appears in two groups-of hours, 4 hr～8 hr 

and 13 hr～16 hr, respectively. The time variation of n, which is calculated for the 

afternoon maximum, is given by the lowest curve in Fig. 34, showing a similar 

tendency with the other two magnetic elements. 

〔D〕.Relati仰 shipbotu・un n and f requerzcy of so-callιd "E-type”of Sq 

in winter at K akioka 

At last the variation of n of any element said above, say, east-component of 

earth-currents is directly compared with that of frequency of "E-type”of Sq in winter, 

N ,. the result being shown in Fig. 35 during the latest sunspot cycle, 1944～1953. It 

is natural to find a good parallelism between two curves, because characteristics 

／予~I/ 1/6 1/8 50 52 54 of n ought to be controlled by N. 

The criterion for classifying the 

n E-W Com pone冗t type of the solar daily variation has 
4「 ． been discussed by the Ionosphere 

． 、

2 

C

N
叶
lMr

'fi'g. 35. Long period variations of n and 
N in winter at Kakioka. 

n 
Research Science Committee, 

Council of Japan, to which larger 

parts of the present data of11E-type11 

have been presented ・by the Kakioka 

Magnetic Observatory. Now, con・ 

sidering the connection between n 

and 6S／.ムtobtained above, the. 

frequency N of 11Eでtype11of Sq should. 
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also be unders~ood in t恥 senseof AS/At, but not S itself. On. the other hand, as 

to the average state of Sq, the position of focus in the northern hemisphere attains 

its most northern latitude in the forenoon with respect to G.M.T.〔23〕，whilethe inten-

sity of focus in the southern hemisphere raises nearly to the maximum value. Hence, 

even at a station far remote from the focus，’E-type"・ variations may manifest themselves 

when the northward wandering motion of foci is strengthened. The variation of N at 

Kakioka, therefore, seems to be apparently due to the remarkably intensified. ionization, 

or enlarged integrated conductivity, of the ionosphere in the southern hemisphere. 

But, from ionospheric observational r白 ults・and others, the yearly change of ionization 

of the ionosphere, or magnitude of integrated conductivity, seems to depend solely 

upon S itself, but not AS/ At. Hence, it may be apparently suggested that if the sun 

does not emit some special kinds of short waves during the rapidly raising interval of 

S, namely one or two years before the maximum of S, the ionospheric motion 

would be subjected by $Ome unknown mechanism in the ionosphere to intensify the 

equivalent current system with the same long period as n or、N. Nevertheless, at 

present one has no sufficient observations such as to be able to check possible 

considerations said above. 

At any rate, how.ever, these. facts obtained in-.the vicinity of variable・ locus of 

foci of Sq may throw a light on •the theory of Sq, especially its secular change. At the 

same time some predictable informations of the type of Sq will become useful. for 

some practical geomagnetic and geoelectric workers. 

〔E).Long Period change of the 11UJde of Sq of earth『 currentsi'n winter 

at Tucson 

A simi1ar treatment with Sq was carried out for an another middle latitude station, 

Tucson, Arizona, U.S.A.(24〕 ofwhich material covers the former sunspot cycle 1932 

～1944, but not long enough for the present object. The seasonal variation of earth『

current potential gradients .at Tucson has been already discussed l:>y W. J. Rooney(2句，

while the pr邸 enttreatmenr is con白neditself to the behavior of Sq in winter months 

only in comparison with the result at Kakioka. The form of the solar daily variation 

at Tucson is such as shown in Fig. 36. 

In Table 9 are given the -sverage valu白 ofr:;,""・ and r:;ln for each nionth as 

well as the frequency of deviations from the corresponding average values. The average 
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Fig. 37. Long per~od changes 

of n and llh at Tucson. 

values of T:a.t. and T!1n. are nearly constant for each month in respect to the whole 

period as well部組泊dividualy伺 r.

The number of months n, in which average time of occuπence of the extreme 

Table 9. Frequencies of time of侃 currenceof the extreme .values of Sq in 
winter at Tucson, 10 least disturbed days, 1932～1942. 

A veragc time of邸 currenceof the I Number of months co~fe~0ou~~ing to the 
extreme values for each month. (1) following deviations from (1). 

c…叶 Extreme Month Ave ime hrs 、

I ロ～ 13 1 8 2 

mm. 
j[ 12～13 1 9 1 
XI ロ～ 13 1 3 6 1 
泊l 12～13 8 3 

NS 
I 9～10 3 8 

ma.:r. 
店 8～ 9 2 5 1 2 1 
XI 7～ 8 8 2 1 
温I 9～10 5 4 ・2 

I 14～15 1 9 1 

mm. Il 14～15 2 2 1 3 2 
XI 15～16 1 3 2 5 
却 15～16 2 2 1 3 2 1 

EW 
I 10～11 1 9 1 1 

max. JI 9～10 1 2 1 2 3 ~ 1 
沼 8～ 9 3 5 2 
盟 10～11 3 5 3 
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・minimumlags behind .th事tof the extreme maximum, is distributed as shown・ in Fig. 

37, where nミ2 for both components. In the figure is also shown a quantity Ah. 

which is the average value of Ah=Ti:,10 -T:i儲．・ Comparingthese results with those 

at Kakioka, a similar tendency can be found, but less remarkable at Tucson. This 

is probably due to the inequality of their relativと positionsto the focus of the Sq 

current system in spite of their nearly same geographical coordinate of latitude. 

§4. 4・yearperi。dchange 。fthe mode of Sq in winter at Kakioka 

(A〕.Slwrter per.iodic c1umgεs ofn of earth-currents and geomαgneticfield 

Following the preceding paragraph a further detailed analysis of the time varia-

tion of the occurrence time of the extreme values will be performed in this paragraph. 

It is easily found out in Fig. 32 or Fig. 34 that there may exist some shorter 

CJJn.』： （6叫 for£W-Co1rq;;.mc11l. 
(ATl)~ ： 制）for NS-Co11tponer.t 
GsnJu: fu_n）高rGeom州冗ctic
.. t.ゐri.zontal.f 11le Mif v. 

≪fs)y: (as) for Yearly tlea:i---
tds)w: (Js) for Wint:r &:aJon.. 

0 

・・20

Re lat切eSuMpot Numher-6 ( Zarir.!) 

Fig. 38. 4・yearperiod change ~f the .mode of Sq in winter at Kakioka B:iid 
its connection with that of S 
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residuals （佃）z=Dzー忌 arecalculated for the convenience of the study of shorter 

periodic changes, where the suffix x is to be read as N, E and H for north『 component,

east-component of earth-currents and geomagnetic horizontal intensity, respectively, 

D:e being the 4 years’running average of n. They訂 eshown in Fig. 38. 

(An~ n : During the interval from 1934 to 1949 4-year period is apparent, while 

in the period 1951～1953 observational points are more or less scattered and tend to 

show longer period as well as increasing amplitude. At least, 4-year period in the 

interval 1934～1949 is statistically significant by 1. 3% level of the criterion of出e

periodogram analysis. 

（勾1).E: In the interval 1934～1940, 3-or 4-year period are seen, and generally 

in an opposite sense of variation against (An) N. 

（仙）lT: 4『 yearperiod is apparent, and in later years the period seems to grow 

longer. The variation is approximately in opposite sense against (An) N・

Referring to the geomagnetic vertical ・intensityZ, （ムn)z shows no distinct 

periodicity because of small amplitude. 

From these facts it is evident that there is contained a predominant periodic 
> 

change with period about 4 years in the time variation of An for both earth-current 

and geomagnetic field during the recent thirty years. 

〔B〕.An, f'F: 01ul" S 

It is interesting to know whether or not such a periodic change stated 

above does exist in the time variations of annual relative sunspot numbers S. 

The lowest two curves of 8S in Fig. 38 will answer to this question. In order 

to eliminate 11-year period five years’running aver.age of Sis subtracted from S. But 

for convenience of treatment of data, the same process of average is repeated twise 

more. The final residual BS 

is calculated for two cases, 

(BS) y for annual mean 

and (8S)w for winter, 

respectively. The connec-

tion between 8S and An, 

say, (An) s i.s shown in 

Fig. 39・ofwhich all points 

-20 ・JO

(iJn)H 

z 

-2 

20 {Os),. -

臼'll)H

2 

T(} 1lJ ( .fS)w 
吻.，iz b 

＂勺t

Fig. 39. Values af (an).u at Kakioka corresponding 
to maxima and minima of ~S. 
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There is seen clearly an 

inverse sense of variation 

between two quantities, 

though the numerical 

values do not always 

show so good connection, 

which is inevitable in 

/'14Q 46 48 50 52 5IJ 

~r ＿，，，，，.『k J：、・
(4'1l)u 

.'/l ’ ......，，－ー・ L " 
asr11C/sec. • _ 

aol ~－－』~~’望 cJf.:
-o.s• 昆

Fig. 40. Correlation b~tween S and /;・2 in winter 
at Kokubunji, Japan. such a case of treatment. 

On the other hand 

it is also interesting to see whether or not the corresponding shorter periodic change 

does exist in the time varia.tions of the ionospheric elements. For example, in Fig. 40 

are shown the correlation between fλat Kokubunji, Tokyo(26) and S, together with 

that between （~） N and of'F~. Here, Iiちisthe average noon value for each winter, 

~nd 8f°F:. the deviation of f丸 froma linear expression /°F"'=6. 7-0. 041. S which is 

calculated by the method of least square. As seen in the figure a fairly good positive 

correlation can be found between (..1n) N and 8/}2, showing that the ionosphere over 

Kokubunji in winter may be simultaneously changeable in a similar way as Sq' field, 

since Sq is mainly priginated in the E四 layer. A simil~r cha~ge of Sβ:i can be 

more or less foυnd at Washington(27) and other middle latitude ionospheric stations. 

At last it may be worthy 

to add some remarks that if 

the calculation of (85) y is ex・ 

tended to the former century•. 

almost all large peaks of the 

maximum values of (85) r fall 

on the respective sunsppt maxi-

mum years (Table 10.) .. More-

over, it is likely that (BS) y 

contains some longer periods., 

say, two or four times the 

Table 10. Maximum values of (8S)y. 

Year (8S)y Year 似）rI Year I糾
1邸2 11 1974 3 1909 7 

36 31 77 12 12 8 

41 4 81 10 17 21 

45 3 84 7 22 7 

48 25 89 5 25 9 

52 8 92 13 28 8 

日 1 98 1 32 13 

59 15 1900 7 37 8 

64 11 5. 8 43 31 

70 30 
j 
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primary sunspot period, 11 years. 

§5.. Harmonic analysis of Sq earth-currents 

〔A〕.Har-例 imicanalysis of Sq of earth-currents at Kakiaka 

The results of harmonic analysis of Sq up 

to the four血 harmonicsare given in Table 11 

for each years(2.8ユFourierterms are expressed-

by E (N) = bcn－~in （ぽ＋'Pn), where 'Pn is 

” measured from the midnight o-f the universal 

time T. 

In the first place, the correlation between 

c~ for all . days and s can be approximately 

expressed as follows from Table 12 and 

Fig. ~・， ．
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Fig. 41. Relationship between β！ and 

C~. 0 of Sq at Kakioka, 1934～1似4.

Bk.ck circle : East-component. Crcs五

mark : North-component. 

c~·＝c~.o＋β':a·S=C':i ， 。（l+ma'·S), ma'=O. 38.10ーへ

where the fourth term・ is excluded frpm the calculation because of small amplitude. 

The ・value of ma'・ is’nearly equal to 0. 34×io-2 ・ calculated from Fig. 28 for yearly 

max.im~m range, and also to 0. 42×10-2, mean value for east-and north-c~mportent 
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Fig.• 42. Compariiion of Fourier coefficients 
of Sq for ail day!! and calm days 
at’Kakioka, 1934~～1悦4.

in Table 3. 

The comparison of Fourier 

.. t~！＇IQ寺 for all. days. '1Vith those for 

calm days is gr~phic;;ally shown in 

Fig. 42 for the a".era~e value in the 

interval 1934～1944. As seen from 

出efi~ure, there. is no appreciable 

difference betw~en them except for 

the diurnal wave of east-component, 

出oughfor . each in~ividual year the 

matte.r does ~~t always ,hold good 

so because . of some accidental 

irre~ularities. The amplitude of the 

diurnal wave of east-component is 
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Fig. 44. Year-to竺yearchange ofψ”。f
Sq for calm days at Kakioka, 
1934～1倒4.

relatively larger for all days, while the phase angle shows only a minor difference. 

Re'ferring to this point~ it may be worthy to raise a question出atwhether or 

not the solar flare ef!ects would be intensified during prevailing disturbances as compared 

wi白 血oseon calm days. From出eresult obtained here it seems to be no appreciable 

difference as a whole between two cases, and if any, it may be probably responsible 

for a contribution ftom the diurnal term. 

In the関 condplace, the correlation between phase angles for伺 Jmdays and,S is 

graphicaJly shown in Fig. 43, in wich <p,” represents the mean value for the nー出

harmonic wave. It i~ ・ ea討ly seen 白af there is no appreciable connection 

between S and the phase angles of the second and third harmonic w.aves, the former 

being the largest wave of Sq. The values. of 'Pf manifest apparently random large 
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fluctuations especially in north-component, and as a whole. there is no definite correla・

tion between 'Pt and S. 

Table 11. Fourier coefficients of Sq of earth-currents at Kakioka. 1934-1倒4.

E(N）三三JC岡山（nT+ q>,.). Unit : 0. 01 m V /km and degree. 
冊

c :.Five calm days ; a: All days. +: Higher potential electrode. 

EW+ NS+ EW ... NS+ 
Year c. J cij c,I c, c, I c,1・ Cal c‘ ψ. I科 I~· I仇伊a ~2 ~· φ． 

1鈎4c 308 545 却9 78 34 1弱 包8 39 的 制 62 26 217 149 124 的
a 3部 4加 254 59 21 97 112 34 74 95 57 30 262 154 123 93 

35c 311 515 291' 鵠 28 101 118 34 85 82 47 26 196 143 116 88 
a 416 510 323 81 43 112 119 40 75 鈎 54 46 .191 152 119 94 

部 c 3関 578 3田 84 61 1お 137 お 98・ 84 45 10 162' 139 112 s:7 
a 435 514 321 98 60 126 123 35 72 93 46 9 162 141 111 78 

37c 324 586 451 125 64 151 157 60 88 91 59 48 176 146 121 鋪
a 489 672 452 154 62 149 1部 出 73 93.: 66 40 174 1切 121 94 

38~ 270 弱1 お1 69 49 121 131 35 97 92 50 13 1邸 147 115 77 
462 602 347 59 31 ロ1ロ7 31 74 95 50 6 195 149 118 邸

．－ 39~ 325 5的 404 125 30 118 125 39 73 87 48 25 168 148 114 69 
a 4伺 部8 お8 69 28 104 llS 32 62 101 56 3部 201 1弱 115 71 

40c 3弱 思8 3羽白7 116 . 54 107. 120 49 70 お 55 44 198 152 119 98 
a 512 4鈎 89 38 100 117 40 64. 88 54 44 210 151 111 99 

41 c お4 415 317 37 お 102 110 42 61 槌 54 27 196 1臼 119 錦
a 416 476 323 151 31 90 104 38 部 104 66 12 2回 154 114 17 

42c 373 包8 3臼 117 29 ・1侃 111 42 73 93 54. 24 176 151 113 部

a お8 478 322 122 25 87 106 39 63 1倒 60' 12 201 1日 116 臼

43c 281 517 332 114 14 97 1侃 46 73 13 43 11 159 150 105 90 
a 回1 417 2弱 鎚 19 89 92 37 61. 邸 47 17 69 146 113 101 

44 c. 幻~~ 日1 316 94 28 80 102 46 83 95 50 36 100 1関 ロ4 99 
a・ 494 311 89 26 80 100 44 

“ 
104 62 33 ・72 165 127 98 

1934～1倒4C 317 日9 350 97 36 113 81 89 52 27 180 148 118 91 
a 422 511 327 90 27 106 115 38 67 97 57 24 184 152 117 抱

On the other hand, if year-to-year changes of <pn. are drawn in Fig. '4, there is 

記 ena corresponding systematic change ・for each 'P1駒 buta remarkable inequality between 

<p1 and others. This is ready to 

remind of contrast of variation 

be.t甲府enn and An as afo伺 dy

mentioned. That is to鈍 y，出e

mode of time variation of 'Pt 

∞π白 pondsto也atof n, while 

that of伺 cho出er</>1同 tothat of 

n 

Table 12. Amplitude of Fourier coefficie‘お

at Kakioka. (mV /km) 

c:,o・ 100β3 

NS EW  NS EW  
1 0.22 3.お 0.24 1.05 

2 0.81 4.37 0.43 1.39 

3 1.00 2.67 0.32 1.10 
． 
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0 2lJ 鳩伯槌制的3
~n. In other words, the periodic change 

with 4-year period of An may be primarily 

responsible for higher harmonic waves, but 

not for the diurnal one. On the contrary 

the long period change of n or N, which 

bears a striking resemblance to that of AS/At, 

may be substantially responsible for the first 

harmonic wave. 

~8~ r,4; 
1.6 

Ill 

02 

QO' 

a"x/00 

0.6. 

0.1/ 

0.2 

<BJ 

.c, 

Q.6 IJ8 lO 11 
Cnp 

CB〕.H armMic anσtysis of Sq of 

earth-currents at Tucson 

For the comparison with the results at 

Kakioka the results of harmonic analysis of 

Sq deduced from 10-least disturbed days’ 

mean at Tucson are gi¥ren in Table 13 for 

the interval 1932～1942. The correlation 

between C,, and S is graphically shown in 

Fig. 45 (A) , which is of less closeness in both 

maximum and minimum sunspot periods 

Fig. 45. Correlation between Fourier 
coefficients C,,'s of Sq at 
Tucson and S. 

as already seen at Kakioka. As a whole, 

however, it can be expressed as follows, 

－． 

Table 13. Harmonic analysis of north-component of Sq of earth-currents at Tucson, 

1932-～1942 (10・leastdisturbed days). N = ~Cnsin(nt句”）， t: 105・W.M.M.T.
開

ト932, 1933 , 19341州側｜判 1蜘｜州問卜941! 19位

Ct 0.50 0.59 0.58 0.60 0.90 0.94 0.95 0.鎚 0.71 0.65 0.54 

~＝－$~i~ude Cz 1.11 1.26 1.29 1.25 1.56 1.71 1.72 1.67 1.35 1.41 1.30 
m) 

Ca 0.69 0.80 0.83 0.85 1.01 1.24 1.14. 0.98 0.91 0.90 0.80 

c' 0.39 0.34 0.39 0.36 0.42 0.46 0.44 0.36 0.32 0.36 0.34 

9'1 93 82 80 14 75 68 75 73 86 89 92 
Phase 9'2 278 276 275 274 273 272 270 270 釘5 279 279 

(degree) 
tp主 121 118 119 117 116 118 120 ロ7 ロ5

'I'• 336 333 お1 330 352 338 344 342 お8 347 343 
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Cn=9n，。＋α，..s=:c,.,op + m’.S), m’＝.O. 58. 10-2, 

where the ・diurrial term ・is οmitted from ・the ・ calculation 

because・・ of la.rge deviation from. th1s .. expression. This・ 

large deviation is responsible for the ma文imumperiod of . 

S, 1936～1939, and if the values of these yea四 areex: 

eluded ・from the calculation・ of the mean ・value, C1 falls ・ 

just on tne line as shown by a cross mark in Fig. 45 (B); 

there might be something to intensify the diumal term 

in this period. The value m' =0. 58. 10-2 is nearly equal 

to mc=0.54・10-2deduced from the (R, S) correlation, 

．
．
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Fig. 46. Year-to-year 
changes of phase 
angles q>n’s of 
Sq at Tucson, 

and句 nbe reasonably expected because <p,. does not 

chan$e remarkably throughout the period except for the diurnal wave. 

As compared with the time variations of phas~ angles at Kakioka, 'Pn at Tucson 

shows a remarkable difference in the following point (Fig. 16). The matter is that 

there appears no shorter periodic change, 4-year change, in each phase angle at Tucson, 

keeping a nearly constant respective value each other throughout the period except 

for 'P1t which shows a similar long period change at both stations as already 

mentioned.・ It seems likely that the 
』II
J6IJi 

JZO 

巴E
曲

’‘ 

to ao w 11JJ 郡 2鱒踊 ~· 
(a(14 

Fig.47 .. • Comparison of Fourier coefficients 
of Sq for all days’m回 nand calm 
days’one at Tucson, 1932～1942. 

ionosphere over Tucson exerts a 

different kind of action upon the 

mode of year-to-year change of 

Sq as compared with that over 

Kakioka. Regarding this discrepancy 

between two observatories, it may be 

somewhat worthy to note that the 

yearly rate of time variation Bf h 

is remarkably larger in winter at 

Kokubuhji, while there is no appre・ 

ciable difference between winter 

and annual means at Washington. 

It is desired to examine this inter-
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estin・g beha'O'ior of the secular change of Sq field by using as many data at ・stationsin 

similar ~ituatioiis as possible. From the臼 mepoint of view, further continued observations 

of ・earth・curre'nts戯 Tucson,if possible, .will play an important roleおrclarification of 

such long period changes of Sq and other transient phenomena, some of which. 

may contain some !JlUltiple harmoni回 of11・：rearperiod of sunspot numbers. 

The comparison of Sq for calm days’mean with that for all days’mean・・is 

graphically shown in Fig. 47・， inwhieh no appreciable difference can be seen between 

them except for伊ト

’ ・ ー

． ． 



CHAPTER III. MAGNITUDE OF EARTH-CURRENT POTENTIAL 

GRADIENT AND LOCAL CHARACTERISTICS 

§1. World-wide data of Sq refered to s。，mes。laractivity state 

The results of harmonic analysis of .potential ~adient of Sq observed at various 

stations over the world are given in Table 14, wher~ north-and east-component are 

expressed as follows, 

N＝ヲ：~sin (nt＋α，.） . E= ZiC:sin (nt＋β心，

” 
and t is measured from midnight of the local standard time, positive direction being 

reckoned towards east and north. These data, however, are based on various kinds 

of sou.r問、 thatis, different interval of observations, different epoch of the solar 

activity, different character of adopted days and so forth. So, they are not suitable 

for the synthetic study of. any phenomena over the world without making reductions 

of the data to some standard state of activity. 

For ~he pr回 entpurpose to tr伺 twith the general aspect of the characteristics 

of amplitude of Sq, the following three criteria are aliowable; 

(1). Amplitude difference between all days’mean and calm days’one is to be 

neglected. 

(2) . Solar influence can be generally deduced from the linear expression, 

c!<"'=c!~：）（l+m. S), m=O. 58.10-2，・whilefor east componen也 atKa・ 

kioka and Haranomachi, m= 0. 38・10-1.

(3) . Fourier coe伍cientsare satisfactorily taken up to出e4 th or 5 th harmonic. 

In order• to check the third condition an example of the result of synthetic process 

of Fourier series is shown in Fig. 48 for east-component at Kakioka. As seen from 
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Table 14 (B). 

Character of 
adopted days . s. 

SaghalieO, .. ！日yohara 42 
・．

Memambetsu 19切～1953 Eぬ

Ncmuro Jan. -Feb., 1943 (21). 
． ． 

Japan and Morioka 1947 152 

South-Wesl Haranomachi 羽田 自11days 135・5M.M.T. 84 

Pacific re~ion Kakioka 
・1934-～1941 69 

Owashi 四47. 1回

Kanoya_ 1950 84 
．． 

・ Ishiga~i Sep. -Oct., l倒1
． 

（邸）．・

Place I I…1 .I 

I Oct~部ぬ｜

｜官設｜
I 191｝~~918 I 
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the figμre the third condition may be allowable for .an .ordinary synthesis of harmonic 

series, while the other two criteri~ hav.e b!=?en already stated so as to be acceptable. 

Ta~le 15 is・ thus prepared for the estimated・ amplitudes C~.o and C~.。， which

would m~nifest themselves whe~ S were・ absent, provided that the second conditfon 

is valid up to the ex~rem·e value when S=O. 
、

Fig. 48-. Relative errors of synthetic valu也 ofFoμrier 
coefficients Of Sq due to negl目 ted higher 
harmonics. (East-component at Kakioka} 
R：・5ミum.of hourly absolute values of the d~ily 

vo.riatJon. ・ 
AR : Sum of absolute values of differences 

belween observed hourly values and those 
of syntbet_ic values up‘to t.be nth harmonic. 

A: (AR/R..~. B: (AR/R., 1／品百万）．

QIJ 

0.2 
．， 
， 

§2. Linear relationship be旬 eenC:. a a~d C:, °' 
It is in regard to the daily vector hodograph ~hat in. the~reeeding paragraphs we 

have trea民dwith・ the princiP.~l 占rection of e紅白－currents.

retouch here the same probkm taking individual harmonic wave into -C:onsideration. 

~ it may be ftatural to 
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As seen in Fig. 49 the connection bet~een C~.，， and C~.o is approximately linear, 

as a whole, and stations can be classified into three groups from a standpoint of degree 

N Ebro 

" ・c:o 2 

Tuc-t>on 

as lo 

lO Hu.an ca yo 

、 a 
，， 

OS 10 

/1emambet~u 

a 

1.0 0.5 

cこOwa-tJhi

1.0 

of linearity. 

( i ) . First group: 

First of all the best 

自 linearityαnbe seen, 

and in other words, each 

wave persuades its prin-

cipal axis of the eliptic 

hodograph in nearly the 

same direction. And the 

a 

0.5 1.0 ~ 

1.0 Toyoh.ara 
most predominant wave 

at any station is common 

for both east『 andnorth-

0.S l.O l5 20 component as given m 

Table 15 or Fig. 49. The 

stations which belong to 

Watllenx> this group are as follows; 

Toyohara, Memambetsu, 

Nemuro, Owashi, Wa-

theroo, Ebro, Tucson and 

Huancayo. 

(ii). Second group: 

This group is distingu-

1shed from the first group 

m the following point 

that some one wave, 

~ 

。／

柑
，

b
n
u

。of
0
8
4
d
L
A
U

’’’’ 

practically the first wave 

only, deviates remarkably 

below the straight line 

determined ・by the other 

waves. Morioka, Hara－～ 

21/6810 

Fig. 49. Linear relationship between C!,o回 d

C!o, -First grouか
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e F・ig. 65. Linear relationship between Cn,o and C~.。 －Sec。nd group. 

nomachi, Fairbanks and Chesterfield belong to this group. The most predominant 

wave is diurnal for all east components, but not always so for north-component. So 

the vector of the first wave exceptionaJly approaches to the east-west direction. 

(iii). Third group : This is of less definite linear distribution as compared 

with the other two groups, and the most predo'lninant wave appears independently of 

the base line direction. Kakioka, Kanoya, Ishigaki, San Miguel and Toledo belong 

to this group. 
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As to the spatial distribution of these three groups, it is to be remarked that 

the second group seems to app回 rfrequently in both high and middle latitudes especially 

300～40° parallels. In Japan and her vieinity it distributes from the north to south in the 

successive order of the first, second and third group except for Owashi. The mode of 

distribution may relate to the electric state of the uncle昭roundstructure, bi:tt at some 

middle latitude stations at least, it is probably resl)onsible to some extent for the 

irregular distribution of foci of Sq current system. For example, at Kakioka the 

annual mean state of Sq is remarkably controlled by the corresponding mode of 

appearance of the first and second waves in winter as shown in Fig. 50, while higher 
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waves of n2=3 are 

independent of any 

season. As to the 

’’
o
 

d
1
3
 

Ka a山o長a・{/q36～1q3守〉
e :Summer 
a：民／伐ter
x：ぬarhigher latitude distri-

bution ・ of the second 

group, SD -current sys-

2 

tem may be taken info 

consideration. 

At any rate, it 

may be pointed out 

()) ）（仰

a Ac11 。
2 3 " 5 6 7 cゐ

Fig. 50 .. Seasonal chan包eof correlation between 

c~.o and c:.u at Kakioka, 1936～1田1.. 

that the statement said above becomes necessarily when minute features of the principC'.! 

direction of earth-currents are to be examined for some quantitative discussions. 

初・ Localityof Rn.,, ＝~~2 +Cf.:2 and appare~t resistivity Pa 

For the convenience to tr伺 twith the first approximate features of localities of 

amp臨時s，恥 resul叫ん＝I可＋友，，~ is exantlned・ ~nstead .of treating 

separately with C!,0 or C!.0 putting組 yconsideration about inhomoge凶tyof the 

earth’s conductivity aside. As seen in Table 16, magnitude .. of R”’o is of order of 

some millivolts per kilometer at ・most except for exceptionally small values at Toledo 

and large ones at Nemuro, and as regards the average R仰 noappreciable difference 

can be seen among three grou·p~ of stations mentioned above. At Huancayo~ where 

geomagnetic Sq manifests a well-1mown equatorial type of variation with large amplitude, 

one can find no corresponding large Rn,a as compared with others,・ which may strongly 

suggest ~ underground s伽 ctu.rewith su血cient・ high electric conductivity SC) a~ to give 

rise to rath町 smallamplitude of earth・currents. As a reference of. a general cori・ 

ception aQo~t the magnitude . of R”尚 averagevalues for 12 middle latitude stations, 

exc~pt · for P,air~anks, Chest~！fielq, Nemuro, Ishigaki，.印 dHuancayo in Table .16, are 

given in Table 17. 
－． 

In vie'! ~~ the well-know~ electromagnetic. indμction theory of earth":"C~r;i:ents 

y.'ithin the earth wi~h . uniform conductivity, ~he amplitude ratio of .thβhorizon ta.I com・ 

・ponent of elec~ric field Ez to that of magnetic fie.Id H11 perpendicular to the x-axis 

can ~e express~d by t~e following sif!1ple equation, 
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/-J  ー一一－2 /-J  －一一ー宮
Table 1&. R拍，o=yc: + c:,o and Hn，。＝yc~。＋ c！＇.。・

(niV/km) 〈γ）
Place 

H:.o I Hs,o Ru Ra.o H1,0 Hu・

Fairbanks 3.p 6.4 1.5 0.7 

Chesterfield 4.0 4.8 0. 7 0.4 18.0 18.6 4.1 2.5 

Toledo 0.侃3 0.126 ~： ~1 0.侃9 11.0 7.7 4.0 1. 2 
Ebro 4.25 7.20 0.83 9.9 8.6 5.2 1.8 

Tucson 0.59 1.14 0.69 0.25 8.6 8.7・ 4.4 1.4 

San Miguel 3.17 2.鈍 1.42 0.95 

. Toyohara 0：邸 ．。1.51 1.必 0.48 11.3 8.3 4.8 1.4 

Memambetsu o.47 0.81 0.邸 0.25 

Morioka 1.87 2.32・ 1. 77 0.34 

Haranomachi 1. 46 1.37 1. 28 0.45 

Kakioka 3.58 4.29 2.81 0.76 8.9 7.8 5.2 1.6 

Owase 1.11 0.臼 0.62 0.19 
Kanρya 0.93 0.40・0.68 0.29 

Nemuro ・1.37 8.3 8.6 6.5 

Ishigaki 3.4 0.9 1 .. 6 0. 7 

Wa也eroo o.i24 0.お1 0. ＇！臼 0.038 9.7 8.9 3.8 1.1 

Huancayo . 0.84 0.69 0.36 0.11 68 話 20 4 

Tabl~ 17. M~ values of R曲川 andH.i,o・
Rn,o : Mean for 12 stations. EJH.首＝ゾ百夜； p・＝1／σ，
H n.o : Mean for 6 stations. 

T R”・0 z叫・0 否骨川／Hn,o where T is a period of variation 
， 

hr mV/km and σ 由eu凶formconductivity 
24 1.54 0.155・1()$ 

'12 1.90 8.3 0.229 
of the earth. The conductivity 

8 1.24 4.& 0.269 
σ，or specific resistance p of ~he 

6 0.41 1.4 0.293 earth is not practically uniform 

at all, but may Qe . a comp~ex 

function of space: co:-ord.inates x, y '. z and generally even time, although for 

tl;ie・ mathematical convenience σis frequently assumed ・in a tensor form. When 

the e町 this. assumed to consist of several horizontal layers with respective uniform 

conductivity, the matter. becomes simpler; for exmnple, in the C槌 eof two horizontal 

layers the amplitude・ ratio EJ H11 and・ phase difference e are expressed邸 follows,'

if it is treated錨 atwo dimensional problem(38), 

．ー: 
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EJHv=v'Pi万T.F(p1，ρi,h, T）三予lpJ玄T,

tanO = (l -2K e-11 sin y-K~e-211) / (1+2K eづ siny-K2e－吟，

F (pi. Pi. h, T) == (1+2K e-11 cos y+ K2e-2り1/oJ./(1ー2Ke叩 cosy+K2e-2η1/2,

K＝（～／万一予／瓦）／（～／万＋～／瓦）， タ＝4πh/,lp?f~

where Pt and p2 are specific resistances of the upper )ayer and substratum, respect1vely, 

and h the thickness of the upper layer and Pa apparent resistivity called h~reafter. 

When T is sufficiently large, namely, y is so small, the ratio EJH,, is ・mainly 

controlled by the presence of substratum and vice versa. The phase difference can 

take any value! within the limit of 0-rt/2 by suitable combination of three : quantities, 

Ph p2 and h, while for the uniform earth the phase difference takes a constant・ vaiue 

7t/4. 

On the other hand some available geomagnetic data at hands corresponding to 

that of earth-currents訂 egiven in Table 15" and Table 18, where C~（Y) = C~~！＇ (1 t・m. S), 
m:::;:0.58・10-2is used for the all reductions except m=O. 38・10-2at Kakioka. At Tucson, 

however, they are giyen for~ 1919～1920 because of no corresponding available data 

in our hands, .~uring .which interval sunspot number.・ ~hows· a similar phase of: the 

cycle as that in the interval 1939～1940. Tlie value of H nρ＝ 1/ -----:& + y-2 y c! .. o T し叫・0

the average for the six middle latitude ;statiOn~ excludin~ Chesterfield and Huancayo 

紅 egiven in Table 16:and"Table 17 . 

Table 1.&. Harmonic analysis of geomagnetic Sq field, X = ~C! sin(nt+8n), 
.. 

Period 

. Ebro(32j' ・ :: ・ ' ・I 4.1l 1. sl 1. sl 1：ゐ

会，，.・－ ．’・．
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一%川
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M
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At any rate, taking a 

simple theoretical result mentioned 

above into consideration it was 

。2 " 6 K JOXIOサ

i〆lf.n

tried to see in what manner R附／

H”同doescorrelate to 1/ yれ， and

the result ~ graphically shown in 

Fig. 51 (A) . Here the observed 

values of Hn・0 at Toyohara and 

Kakioka are assumed to be equal 

to Hn,o's which would be observed 

0.4 

0.2 

Fig. 51 (B). Relationship between Rn.al H陶

and 1/..,/7'; for Sq. 

at Memambetsu and the other all Japanese earth-current stations, respectively. And 

also for FairbankS and San Miguel are used Hn,./s observed at Chesterfield and the 

middle latitude average value given in Table 17, respectively. As seen in the figures, 

as a whole, there is a nearly linear correlation between R附／Hn,oand 1／～々 τ，

although unfortunately, tJie present material of earth-currents and geomagnetic forces 

is not always supplied from the same station, and also intervals of observations or 

epochs of the sunspot activity differ each other at some stations. As far as the 

、

average values given in Table 17 are concerned, a fairly good connection can be 

found as shown in Fig. 51 (B). So it is confirmed that the amplitude ratio 

ん，／Hn,o is proportional to 1/ ，.／πfor the first approximation in many places over the 

world in spite of their supposed different modes of structure of the ground as far as 

such a range of period that covers those of principal harmonics of the Sq variation 

is concerned.Nevertheless, at some stations, where there is seen scarcely a linear relation, 

we may have such special ground structures that, say, for the two layers' structure Pi is 

very larger than Pt and the ratio Rn,o/H,,,o shows no dependency on 1/-i/'.t-:. On the 

contrary when Ps~P1 and y is very small, the amplitude ratio may become propor・ 

tional to l/T偽 showinga concave curve in Fig. 51 (A). 

§4. Apparent resistivity pa and earth-resistivity Pobs near the earth’s surf ace 

Assuming such a simple strncture of the earth as said above, Po.’s are calculated 

from R附／H.剛＝／＼／＇五万T工andgiven in the second column of Table 19. They are of 

order of 10・.fl.cm at nine stations out of fifteen, and as small as 3～4. 103.fl. cm at 

Huancayo and Toledo. The average value of Po. corresponding to Fig.51 (B) gives 
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Table 19. Estimated apparent・ r回 istivity

p4 and earth・resistivity Prm measured 

by Wenner-Gish-Looney method. 

Station 

Fairbanks 

Chestedield 

Toledo(39) 

.Ebro（却1
Tu回 on(41)

Toyoba拘

Memambetsu 

Morioka 

Haranomacbi 

Kakioka 

Owashi 

Kano ya 
H uancayo( 42). 

Watheroo【43)
San Miguel 

.Pa. 

一語.cm
6.4.10・
2.9.10・
0. 4.10' 

2. 3.105 

1.5.10・
3.9.10・
1.1.10・
6. 7.10' 

3. 8.10' 

1. 9.105 

1.2.10・
1.4.10・
0.3.10' 

0.6.10' 

1. 2.105 

P蜘

0.cm 

2.10' 

11.10' 

3.10' 

4: lC戸

4.10' 

5.1伊

14.10' 

33.10' 

13.103 

1.5.10' 

4. IO'Otm. The remarkable varie旬

。fPa indicates clearly .the locality 

of universal earth-currents. 

On tlie other hand, at some 

of油 e stations considered here 

have been carried out some earth・ 

i;esistivi~y surveys with different 

scale and depth of penetration, bui. 

almost the sa血e Wennerベ；ish-

Looney method was used. Thes~ ・ 

observed句 rth・resistivities,denoted 

by Pr111 here, are given in the third 

column of Table 19', of which 

~ffective depth. corresponding to 

the inner electrode span, a, is 

about 200 meters. Of course, 

}Jtib1 is generally different in diff~rent direction and depth, sometimes l~gest values 

being crowded in relatively small area in the vicinity of a station. In practice, 

'however, most of surveys have been carried out to the effective depth coπes ponding 

to a三却O～300meters at most. Now p伽 ata=200 meters is assumed to be more or 

less representative for the 

average state of Pob1 near 

the earth’s surface in rela・ 

i勾A
f' 

位向ly wide area around 6 

the station. It bec。mes
then interesting to know 

whether or not any connec・

tion do創 出ist)>etw民 nPa, 

and p伽 ・theresult being 

graphicall~・ shown in Fig. 

52 in logarithmic scale. 

Excepting Huancayo and 

IJ 

2 

勺
/Oz 

J 
/03 

.Hwa. 

" 104 
s _l仰い仏
JO~Q.cm: 

Fig .. 52. Relationship between pa and observed 
伺 rth-r，明istiViti-p，蜘・
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Kanoya, remaining eight 

points approximately fall 

on a straight line, Poo.＇~ at 

these two stations being 

as large as about ten times 

those expectable from this 

linear expression. As seen 

Table 20. Earth-resistivity Pol>• at Kanoy1t. 
(Wenher-Gish-Looney ~et&od) 

from the depth distribution 

of Poo• given in Table 20, 

a 

300m 

200 

100 

70 

40 

EW NS 

・.a.cm .a.cm 
2. 37.10' ・2. 40.10' 

3.13 3.61 

5.12 5.70 

6. 78 6.21 

6.72 4.40 

Po1>• at Kan・oya.decreases so rapidly with increasing depth that if the upper high rests・ 

・tivity layer be ignpred, the average p00, of deeper portions may fall to some thousand 

ohm. cm. This is near to a reasonable magnitude expectable from tht figure. Poo• at 

Huancayo decreases in a similar・ way with increasing depth, namely, it attains to 5. 103 

!l. cm at about a=600 meters 3:nd seems further to decrease gradually. So two 

exceptionally deviated values of both Kanoya and Huancayo would approach to the 

line in Fig. 52, provided that sυme plausible Poo• is taken in place of the present Poll• 

corresponding to a=200 m. So as far as these stations are concerned, contribution <;>£ 

the uppermost part of the earth to Pa may be approximately expressed as follows, 

Pa= 10-s.J (poo.)5・4 .fl. cm. 

Summari迄ingthe results obtained above, it is found out that there exists a 

fairly close connection between apparent resistivity Pa, presumed from earth-currents 

and geomagnetic field, and average earth・ 

i句1ofa.

Ii 

3 

resistivity Po111, observed in the upper 

portion of the earth up to sc;>me .hnudred 

meters or more below the surface. And 

the matter is not of mere chance, but 

actually the upper portion of the earth 

near any station may contribute more or 

0 10 //0 60 80 Km ]) less in similar manner to the magnitude 

Fig. 53. Variation of apparent resistivity 
1'a with regard to the distance 
D from the nearest sea-coast 
・to the station, Japan. 

of earth-currents observed. Then, it is 

easy to understand such a well-known 

experience in applied gepphysics, or electric 
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survevs・ that magnitude of natural eart~..，.currents observed in a small area, in whlch 

geoll)agnetic potential is considered to be constant, increases with increasing earth-re・ 

sistivity. It is also natural to expect a systematic distribution of Pa, or magnitude of 

earth-currents in a limited area such as the Japanese Island, of which mountainous 

po凶onsare probably of rugher earth-resisti~ty and lower near the coast, as a 

whole. Actually, as shown in Fig. 53・, Pa increases gradually with increasing distance 

from the ・coast. And the large Pa at Kakioka is also in consistent with high earth・ 

resistivity observed, which is due to出eupper portion of rocky substratum of the 

Tsukuba mountain block. At any rate, since there has been .no synthetic statement. 

about the role of observed earth・resistivity to act upon the observed earth-currents, 

the results obtained here will be useful not only for the interpretation of earth-currents 

variations, but also for directions of earth-resistivity measurements, as far as the五rst

approximate considerations of the elec討 C S仕uctureof the earth are concerned. 

§5. Presumed localities of underground electric structures 

in some places in Japan 

At last it may be practically interesting to estimate some plausible structure of 

the shallow part of the underground mass from an electromagnetic point of view. 

Here, the matter is treated simply as a two-layer problem in two dimensious as 

mentioned above, and the underground structure will be estimated very roughly by 

using the amplitude ratio .R,./H”， because of combining some material for short period 

¥ variations. 0£ course, more complicated mathematical treatment may be possible, but 

it belongs to a multiple values' problem and besides, few observational back grounds 

.for it have been reported. The diagrams, (R，.／払， 1/~Tn), at some stations in 

Japan are shown in Fig.臼（A）ー(D),where at Toyohara(“） C!/C! is used in place 

of R,JH,., because the average amplitude of the short period variation ・corresponding 

to a specified period at Toyohara is given for various kinds of varia討onsof X and east・ 

component. The values marked by black circles in Fig. 54・（D)are calculated from nearly 

periodic variations chosen from many available records. The other short period variations 

referred are all SSC's, for which T n's are taken twice times the duration from the 

beginning to the μia泊mumvalue of the ge9mag~etic horizontal intensity. These figures 

show that all curves change convexly with increasing 1/ ~r;;,, na.mely, indi伺 tingp2~，向，
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while・ they are approximately linear as already mentioned wi~hin the range of period 

corresponding to tho民 ofprincipal harmonics of Sq. So we may presume more or 

less reasonably the specific resistance of the substratum Pt from Sq analysis presented 

here. After some trials, c~nsideririg the correlation between Pa. and Pobr, an adjusted 

白eoreti伺 lcurve is drawn by a solid curve for each figure of Fig. 54, showing a 

fairly good agreement with ob関門ations.

Although we have no observational evidence to check the p]ausibility of. these 

quantities obtained from the other geophysical poin{s of view, it may be interesting to note 

that in. the vicinity of Tokyo the propagation ve]ocity of・ earthquake waves in the upper 
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Table 21. Presumed values of h，，内・ and

Pt in some plac回 in.Japan. 
layer of a few kilometers in thick-

ness 伺 n be distinguished from 

that of the lower part(45〕.The 

values of h, Pi and p2 used 

for calculations are tabulated in 

Table 21, and it should be re・ 

membered that the matter is not 

Station h ρ1 P2 

km 0.cm 。.cm
Toyohara 5 2.・o.1oa 55.10' 

Haranomach i 5 1:4 22 

Kakioka 6 8.0 200 

Kano ya 3 1.0 11 

always uniquely determined. 

§6. Anomalous a回plitudeof the harm。nicwaves。fSq near the sea.,c。ast
Following the preceding paragraph, here something about irregularities of the distribu・ 

tion of observed points in 

Fig. 51 will be treated. In 
L1f,秘義a Llf毎泌総c

the first place, one can 

notice that some s随tions

in Japan, such as Kanoya, 

’ 0.6r-1 

046 

0.2 

0 

Ishigaki and etc., show 

die remarkably small 

semi-diurnal waves. So 

if the deviation of observ・ 

ed ‘R2.o/ H2.0 from the 

corresponding value (R2.o/ 

H s,o) on the straight line 

in the figure be denoted by 

A (Rs,o/ Hs,o) = (R:,o/ H2,o) 
ー（R2,o/H210）。，主heratio 

ム（R2,o/H2;0)I (R:,r/H:,o）。

is almost negative, and 

monotoneously distributed 

as shown in Fig 55 (A) 

in respect to the distance 

D measured from• ・the

02」。 Xo

Oト
x 20 _40 60 

・02-x " 

-0!3 

F.ig.日（A).Variation of l:i. ( _Bn._o__) / ( ＿＿！，！＇止）
¥ H”’01 I ¥ Ha,olo 

Din Japan. 
White'circle : first wave. 
Black circle : second wave. 
Cross mark : third wave. 
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nearest記 a-coastto the respective station. The numerical. value of tbe ratio rapidly 

increases near the sea-coast in a fairly regular form, of which average curve may be 

expressed approximately as follows as shown in Fig. 55 (B), 

A (Rz,o/ H2,o) I (R2,ol H:,o）。＝－Ae-"Y・D,

A=0.54， γ.＝0.078, 

where the distance D is measured in unit of km. In the second place, however, it 

is exa~ined in vain to get such a regular distribution as 回 idabove for the other 

waves, showing remarkable fluctuations at some stations. (Fig. 55 (A)) 

On the other hand, the ratio R1,e/R2,o observed in various places over the 

world is shown in Fig. 56 i~ order to check the anomalous distribution of the・ ampli-

tude before-mentioned within more wide range of D. The ratio falls also very. 

rapidly within the interval from the coast to 20～30 km distance, and tends to a nearly 

constant value R1,o/R2,o:::::.O. 5 as f訂 aslOOOkm台omthe coast. Therefore, the anomalous 

behavior of the second. wave is characterized within very small distances from the 

coast, and so its origin may be attributed to some phenomena related directly with 

the提 a.

In repect to this point it may first lead us to remind of the lunar daily variation 

of earth-currents, of which available data seem to be so S伺 ntyat present to establish 

んど:S,, ×： north co.mponent. 
・： eastcomponent. 

4 

J 

2 

・xKa 

。

H且 Tu

200 300 Km 
D 

Fig. 57. Reia:ion of Lt/St of 
earth-curr~nt-; to D. 

any definite picture of the phenomena. However, 

it is a fact that the value of L〆'S2,ratio of 

the semidiurnal amplitude of the lunar daily 

variation to也atof Sq is only about 1/15 for 

the geomagnetic field, while for earth-currents 

it has been known to be as large as three or 

four times the former. Furthermore, the 

results of recent observations given in Table 22 

or Fig. 57 strongly suggest that the luna旨 ~ily

variation of earth-currents should be discussed 

fi.rst of all from the local standpoint of view, 

taking the relative distribution of land and sea 

into consideration. In other words, this suggests 

also some similar local origins for the anomalous 
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.amplitude of the second wave of 

Sq, since these systematic ano・

·malou~ effects can be found only 

for the semi-diurnal wave and of 

comparatively large magrutude. 

Iri the following some possible 

explanations will be put forth. 

The first is that the solar 

semi-diurnal ocean tide in the 

permanent geomagnetic field 

T. YOSHIMATSU 

Table-22. Lz! S2 at several stations over the world. 

Station NS EW 

Tucson(46〕 0.2 0.3 

Huancayo( 46) 0.2 0.2 

EbroC47J 0.2 

Kakioka(48〕 0.2 0.2 

Toyohara( 49〕 0.2 0.3 

Beppu(49J (0.1) 0.8 

Kanoya(50〕 4.4 1.2 

Haranomachi(SO〕 0.2 0.4 

Morioka（印〕 0.1 0.1 

prOduces the corresponding e.m.f. in the sea, which may have its leakage Circuit in 

・theland. The relative amplitude of the solar semi-diurnal component of the tide is 

.about O. 32 wh~n that of lunar semi-diurnal tide is taken as unity, while that of .the 

solar diurnal component is 0.11(?1). So any electric field due to such a kind of origin 

ought to be・ most predominant in the semi-diurnal term, the situation being thus 

favourable to the present problem. The second is that under the泊 mecircumstance 

some electrochemical potential, say, a kindゐfconcentration cell may be formed near 

the coast due to permeating sea-water into the land, or retarded underground water 

streaming into the sea. They are subjected to a semi-di.urnal change of. concentration 

with raising and falling sea-level. At some stations situated so near the sea-siqe, 

remarkable contact potentials can be set up at the electfodes due to direct contact 

・with concentric saline solution of the ground adjacent to them. On t}:ie other hand, 

regarding the motion of the .soil liquid the third possible伺 useis pointed out such 

.as that an appreciable magnitude of so-.:alled streaming. potential may be change~ . 

・Or ~ewly produced under suitable conditions.between the sea『 coastand the ・innerpart 

・ofthe land. For example, when the s~a-water raises upwards, expeotable geomagnetic 

・induction cuπ・ents ・may flow nearly westwards in the羽cirutyof Japan, and at the 

組 metime soil li<:1uic may become sufficiently concentrative hear the ・coast to yield an 

appreciable magnitude of electromotive force which is li~e~y to direct towards less 

-concentrated inner parts of the land. 

At any rate, if the proper semi・diurnal wave of earth~cur陀nts，回y. east・compol)ent 

be expressed by EJ •sin (2t+9':>, positive sen記 ：reckoned.伺蜘温rds,.and. t凶 of

． ， 
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lo伺 i伺 rth-cllπents鈍 idabove by -E1sin(2t＋~D, combined value becomes as follows, 

es＝政・sin(2t＋姉－.E4sirt(2t ＋州＝E2sin (2t ＋~2) , 

E込＝El~i-2 （.民／E°Jcos悦－cpD+<E;fi弱~，

1 E~ sincp~ 
・・・・．． ー一ー・ー・－・旬・・・・・・ー

E: sih舛

1－~·三笠~
~ coscp: 

tancp2= • tancpi 

On the other hand, at several inland stations far remote from the sea-coast cp2's are-

approximately equal to 1t, and an average phase angle of the solar semi-diurnal wave・ 

of出etide is also n伺 rπinthe vjcinity, of Japan(5勾thesemi-diurnal oscillation of the 

atmospheric pressure change is known so as to ~ve its two maxima at about 9 hr and: 

21 hr in local time. Furthermore, concerning observed semi-diurnal phase angles there-

is found no such a definite connection with D as回 enin the case of amplitude. 

distribution (Table 14). So we may assume cp：・＝舛， andfurthermore when (E.ν:zro2くlr

向 canoe approximately written as follows, 

e1=Es(l-Eν'E,) sin (2t+cpD. 

Hence the amplitude deviation of e2 from E':, is given as follows, 

ei-Et E~ 
..m E; 

It is ilatuni:l ・to consider the decreasing amplitude of E: wi出 increasingdistance D from 

the sea-coast, anq 迂 E~＝ (ED D・0・e-aDis assumed,. as seen in the 何回 ofpermeating 

water level in the land adjacent to a water channel(53J, then, 

e,-E; ＝ー （E:)D・0 • tP-CIP 

E: E: -

This ・expression may be applicable to an interpretaion of observational results for-

A (R~.ol Hs.o) I {R2.o/ H2.~） o, or Ri:o／.持.oas far as we confine the event itself to the 

matter in the vicinity of Japan and neglect supposed small geomagnetic effect due to the 

local currents鈍 idabove. 

At last, rough' estimations併theorder of magnitude of possible effects・before-

mentjoned will be made in the following. The induced e. ni. £. due to the tidal motion 

of蜘－wateris given by 

E=H・v, 

where His也egeomagnetic horizon也lintensi旬。f0. 3r, anci v the velocity of rising 

or falling of th~ sea-level he~ght, h=h;sin(2Pt＋α:s). So putting h11 =.20 cm for an av＇釘age
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.solar semi-diurnal tide(54), and for conductivity of-sea-water の＝O.03 (35% salinity and 

10・'C),the amplitude of induced e. m. f. E! and current density z; are as follows, 

E:=0.3・2Ph・10-8=8.4・10-2volts, 

・！！＝σ，・2克己2.5・10-13Amp. 

If J~ be assumed to flow uniformly in the ground adjacent to the sea-side, potential 

difference along a・ stream line in the ground is 

・ E~＝I：・向・L=O. 3 mV /km, 

where specific resistance of the ground p,= 104 O•cm is assumed, and L the length of 

.a base line. As m is of order of 0. 5～2 m V /km, (E~)D.o is 0. 3～1.1 mV/km, 

assuming (EDD・o／~＝O. 54. This value is of the 阻 meorder as E~， but in the 

_ground equal cuπent density as that presumed in the s回 isassumed, the conductivity of 

the latter being very much larger than that of the ground. So, this type of e: m. f. 

seems to be unsuitable for the su伍cientinterpretation of the matter. 

The electrochemical poten(ial difference due to a concentric cell is given by 

ε＝KT log（合〉
where C, and C1 are concentrations of a supposed solution around the corresponding 

two electrodes, and K a constant specified by the solution, and T the absqlute 

temperature of the solution. Now, when the s.olution is taken as NaCl and T=291。，

e＝主主• _!i_ • l' • log（ム）＝11.6 lo刷ム）（mV).
u_+u+ F ¥ lペ j ¥Ci J 

If we suppose that C is given by 

C=Coe-tJ0, 

where D is expessed in unit of km. 

So, 
C,,e-fJD2 

Cz/C.1= = Coe－似均＋心

As before-mentioned, say putting e= 0. 3 m V /km and base length A= 1 km, we have 

β＝0.06, 

C=Coe-o.oeo. 

'The value ofβ・is nearly equal toγin ~he expression of A (Ru/ H;.o) / （お.o/H2.0）。；

.a plausible explanation may be pr：ρm"ised providing more comprehensive material 

・ T. Terad~（55) has pointed・ out a possibility that luminous phenomena accom・ 

panying destructive sea-waves '(Tsunami) may be explained by 旬king'streaming 
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potential produced in the sea-bottom into account, which is proportional to the-

difference cf water-heads of the high water .of a tsunami and normal sea-level. 

For the present problem similar considerations may be applicable. In some cases 

rr:eteorological water contained in the water-bearing layer may manifest a horizomal 

displacement towards the sea-side under the horizontal pressure gradient due to the 

difference of vertical pressure exerting upon the layer. On the contrary, high sea-

water itself may permeate into the land in other circumstances. At any rate, expectable 

change of streaming potential in the ground due to the varied height of the sea-level 

may be given by 

E＝三金こ'.f!..＿.む
41Z'η 可

where ~ is the. kinetic potential (mostly 0. 01～0. 05 volts), P the total hydrostatic 

p1essure difference, fJ，ρand ηrespectively the dielectric constant, specific resistance, 

and coefficient of viscosity of the liquid. Taking p equals to the pressure exerting at 

the depth of-sea-water of ん＝10 cm, and besides, say, for the ground water, {; = 0. 03 

volts, p= ios .n・cm, D=81 and η＝0. 01 (t=l5。）， we have, 

E=0.2・10-:rvolts. 

This is the same order as that requested from observations, but we have no 

reliable data, to refer concerning actual motion of soil liquid in any horizontal level 

and some constants consider~d above. So the value is of very rough estimation at all. 



CHAPTER IV. SOME CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES 

OF THE DISTURBANCE FIELD OF 

EARTH-CURRENTS OBSERVED IN JAPAN 

§1. Introduction 

In the preceding chap匂rall statements on various characLeristics of earth・ 

currents are obliged to be b:ised on Sq field only in order .to discuss the problem in 

a world-wide scale of data, since no syste~atic material of disturbing field has been 

published. However, in view of both geophysical interest and indcctive nature of 

earth-currents, a study of the universal earth-::urrents is to be p,.omoted along the line to 

analyse and interpret so-called short period ~·ariations with reg~rd to their spectrums of 

period, frequency characteristics of some specified va•iations ancl etc. Recently, 

along his line of investigations various works have been carried on by the members 

of our observatory. In this chapter some newly found characteristics of SSC and SI 

changes of earth-currents observed at Kakioka and other stations in Japan will be 

reported. 

§2. Preliminary changes 。fSCC and SI。fearth-currents 

CA〕.Preliminary change 

Both SSC and SI changes are characterized by their first impulsive movements 

in geomagnetic五eldand earth-currents as 

well as their world-wide appearanc~. It has 

been commonly accepted that the first move-

ment of ssa starts suddenly from some 

point on the magnetograph or electrogram, 

independent of the state of activity at that 

time. However, in the course of preparing 

long period material of SSC’s for the inves・ 

tigations of their diurnal and seasonal fre-

quencies at Kakioka(56) it was found out that a 

A四ヤε B－~伊
c c 

6 
Fig. 58-Schematic figure of A-type 

and B-type of prelirninaη－ 

changes of SSC e.n'd SI. 
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kind of preliminary characteristic change was frequently followed by SSC or SI change. It 

was strange to us to see that even when they started on出every smooth electrograms free 

from any minor fluctuations, some SSC’s or SI 's1 were anticipated by small gradually 

increasing or decrea昌ingpreliminary changes lasting some minutes. Some typical 

Plate l～5. Preliminnry changes for east-component at Knkioka, 1947. (U. T.) 

(1) (2) (3) ( 4) (5) 
］回.16d 03h 30m Mar. 2/J 04h 28m May 22d 22h 24田 Sep.05d 18h 02m Sep. 30418h 08m 

， 
E吋 b ‘．a

p
 v

p
 

ι 
色

c 

Magnificati.on factor: (1) :1. O; (2) :2. 7; （~） :2. 7; (4) :2. 7; (5) :0. 8. 

examples of these preliminary changes are shown in Plate (1）～（5) , together wi白出e

exaggerated schematic expression in Fig. 58. In the五gurethe part a～b is meant 

by the present preliminary change of SSC or SI, and classified into A-type and B『 type,

respectively, according to its relative motion・ to the main first movement. As seen 

from the plate (5) the preliminary change is entirely distingushed from so-called a prel-

iminary impulse or kick of SSC梼（arrowmark in SN), the latter being recorded almost 

as a segment of a line on the usual electrogram with revolving speed 1. 5～2. 0 cm per 

hour. Since the magnitude, Ap, and duration time, Tp, of the preliminary change 

approximately amount to a few percent of Ac and some minutes, respectively, the 

records were read out. by means of a tenfold power micrometer. The preliminary 

changes adopted here are limi仕edto all changes which have their duration times less 

than ten minutes and monotoneously merge into the main impulses. When SSC or SI is 

occurred during disturbances, corresponding preliminary change is omitted. Of course, 

SSC各 witha preliminary inverse kick is included in A-type or B-type according to 

the criterion for the preliminary change. 

In Table 23 are given the results of classification of the type of all available 

preliminary changes occurred in the sunspot maximum year, 1947, together with data 
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Table 23. Type of prelimary changes (P. C.) and distribution of inverse kicks of 

SSC*and SI of earth-currents・ observed in Japan. 

I Type of Inverse Kick 
Da叩 T.)I 

Morioka '8aranomachil IMiyakonゆP.C. Kakioka Owashi 

d h m 
Jan. 14 11 16 A '1 

E’ 
16 03 30 A E N 

24 06 20 B E? N E 
24 23 51 A 一 '1 一

Feb. 07 08 14 A 
ーー

？ 
16 03 00 。A 一 一 一 一

Mar. ~2 倒 00 ? ． E N 一 一
02 18 17 A E N E N E N 一 一
07 05 36 B E N E? E 一 一
12似 部 A 一 一 一 ー

27似 28 B N? E? E? N E N E N 
Apr. 02 10 15 A 一 一 N? 一 一

03 15 02 。 E N N E N 
08 21 49 A E N E？・ N E? N 一
17 12 25 A E N? E N N 

May 15 00 18 勺 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一
22 22 24 A N ? 

23 02 40 B E ？ 一 一 一 一
24侃 45 A E N ? E N 一

Jun. 05 07幻 A E N E N E N 一 一
13 17 49 x E N E N E N 主 N 一 一
17 03 00 '> 一 一 E N 一 一

Jul. 17 10 37 A E N 一 一 一 一
17 17 49 B N 一 一 一 一

Aug. 15 09 51 A 一 一 N E? 
22 09 11 ? E E N 

Sep. 02 23 26 A N 一
04 13 45 A 一 一
05 18 02 A N 一 一
23偲 23 ? 一 一
30 18伺 A N ・N 一 一

Nov. 09 08弱 A 一 一
11 06 51 B 一 一
24 17田 A N 一 N 
27 18 35 B 一 一 一 一

D町 . 01倒 53 A 一 一 一 一
23 11 24 A 一 一 一 一

・k Re mar 

SSC 

SSC 

SSC 

SSC 

SI 

SSC 

SI 

SSC 

SI 

SSC 

SSC 

SI 

SI 

SSC 

SSC 

SI 

SI 

SI 

SSC 

SSC 

SSC 

SI 

SI 

SSC 

SSC 

SSC 

SSC 

SI 

SSC 

SSC 

SSC 

SSC 
SI 

SI 

SI 

SI 

SI 
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Table 24. Values of amplitu・de and duration time of the main impulse and preliminary 

change at Kakioka for伺 st・-component. unit: minute and mV/km 

Date (U. T.) 

1947 
Tp Tc Ap Ac Ap/Ac 

d h m 
Jan. 倒 11 16 2.0 2.8 10.4 107.8 0.096 

16 03 30 1.6 1.6 16.5 154.2 0.107 

24 06 20 1.2 1. 6 6.4 部.1 0.116 

24 23 51 1.5 0.8 9.2 78.8 0.116 

Feb. 07 08 14 1.3 1.6 6.5 63.1 0.103 

16 03 00 0.8 0.9 13.9 102.0 0.136 

Mar. 02 04 00 9 f》 9 勺 勺

02 08 17 1.1 1.1 6.5 24.l 0.025 

07 05 36 0.2 0.4 9.2 91.5 0.101 

‘ 12 04 弱 4.4 4.4 10.2 74.2 0.138 

27 04 28 2.4 3.0 9.2 103.0 0.089 

Apr. 02 10 15 1.9 3.1 1.8 37.6 0.048 

凶 15 02 9 9 E》 勺 勺

08 21 49 1.2 1.6 2. 7 127.0 0.021 

17 12 25 2.1 1.9 5.4 279.6 0.020 

May 15 00 18 勺 9 勺 勺 勺

22 22 24 4.0 4.0 6. 7 85.2 0.侃7

23 02 40 1.1 1.1 16.3 102.3 0.159 

24 侃 45 1.1 1.6 20.1 お3.3 0.086 

Jun. 05 07 27 0.8 0.8 4.8 329.2 0.015 

13 17 49 一 一 一 一
17 03 00 勺 9 f》 ? 勺

Jul. J7 10 37 1.9 1.7 2.8 37.6 0.074 

17 17 49 0.8 1.0 18. 7 413.2 0.04!). 

、、 Aug. 15 09 51 2.2 1.6 8.2 161.0 0.051 

22 09 11 ? ? ? '> 。
Sep. 02 23 26 2.2 2.2 8.2 92.4 o. 089-

04 13 45 3.6 2.8 10.4 93.3 0.110 

05 18 02 3.2 3.2 4.5 邸；3 0.侃8

23 03 お ? ? '> 9 。
30 18 08 2.8 2.4 1.1 95.0 0.012 

Nov. 09 08 邸 3.4 4.0 4.3 65.~ 0.侃 5

11 06 51 2.6 2.9 6.4 71.2 0.090 

24 17 邸 3.2 ・2.8 2.2 79.0 0.045 

27・18 35 4.2 4.8 1.8 48.8 0.037 

Dec. 01 侃臼 2.5 2.7 3. 7 si.2 0.045 

お日 24 1.3 1.3 3. 7 97.0 0.0謁

． 
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of inverse.kicks of sudd~n C<?mmenぽ ments.-i;-he type is determined from the record at 

Kakioka, and ? marks indicate some preliminary changes not measurable correctly 

for some reasons，組y,faint image of record, accidental coincidence with time marking, 

masking effect by disturbances and etc. The cross mark indicates that it is di伍cultto 

attribute any type to the variation considered. 

Concerning the frequency of each type it is surprising to see that out of available 

thirty preliminary changes twenty three belong to the A-type, which is too many to be 

expectable from the view of a mere chance. This is the first fact that we should 

pay our attention to the immediate part of an electrogram anticipated to any SSC or 

SI change. 

CB〕.Relation between T; and Tc 

The results of readings of T 11 and Tc, duration time of the main in impulse or 

east-component are given. in Table 21. As seen in Fig. 59, there exists approximately・ 

a linear connection between TJJ and Ta, and on the average, T11~Ta. The relation 

seems to hold good for both A-and B－~. For purpose of reference it was checked 

by the data of 1946 with regard to 

the A-type. These are the second 

fact to suggest something about the 

existence of some anticipated pheno・ 

mena for the world-wide disturbance., 

SSC or SI. 

7P 
sγ拘inu.

1/. 

3 

〔C〕.Relation of AP to Ac 2 

・ The values of AP and Ac for 

east-component at Kakioka are given 

in Table 2.4, and connection between 

them is graphically shown in Fig. 60., 

／ 

。
／ 2 j I/. 5 11in弘

Tc Roughly speaking, th白eis a tendency 
Fig. 59. Correlation between To and Tc of 

that Ap inc reases with increasing Ac, the preliminary change at Kakioke. 

although points in the £i別 reare remarkably scattered. But the foll!)wing two points are 

noticeable, (1) A；ゲsof the A・type witli kicks are very small as compd.red with others. 

making the lowest boundary line of the domain in which all observational points are 

contained ; (2) Observational points seem to converge to a common ::>oint (AP~ O, Ac~ 
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15 m V /km), in other words, at Kakioka Ac less than this value might not be accom・ 

panied with Ap, or such a small Ac might be forbidden to occur entirely. Concerning 

the item (2), the frequency spectrum with regard to the amplitude of SSC may be 

An 
20lmtn<m. 

／.~ 

16 

Ill 

12 

JO 

8 

6 

lJ 

2 

。

調。

． ． 

ー

o’~；A -;A .,.,,_ ~＂•，ム…ふ町一
""'"'  念日 .,.,,, i..> ,, " ≫r. f/{j{} //JIJ ml /Airl 

バc
Fig.船. Relationship b.:i:w包 nAp end Ac of the prelimim:ry chang告 atKakioka. 

Ac 
(mV/km) 

Numbers 

Ac 

Numbers 

Table 25・. Frequency sp民 trumof Ac for east-component 

at Kakioka, 1945～1949. 

｜ト1~ 11ト 19, 20-24125-291…i 40-49150～引60-691叩

1 5 6 8 19 15 

｜ω～引…i100-10911…n吋 1… 1印

7 17 11 5 5 3 1 17 

advisable, which is given in Table 25 for the interval ~f five years from 1945 to 1949 

centerir屯in1947. From出istable it is obvious that Ac contained in the interval O～ 
14 mv/km occured only once out of one hundred aild sixty six, and so as the lowest 

magnitude of Ac for east-component at Kakioka may be taken as出esame value 

as也atdefined by a common point before-mentioned. Regarding (1), it is considered 

that Ap may be decreased due to superposition of an inverse change of kick. These 

facts are the third point to suggest some preliminary changes immediately before SSC 

。zSI. 
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〔D〕.Diurnal and seasonal variation of AP/ Ac 

The a叫plituderatio, Ap/ Ac. is plotted in Fig. 61 (A) with regard to the 

nearest hour of occurrence, when~ the material !or the A-type in 1946 is supplied t9 

get more numerous points for each hour. The average curve shows a predominant 

maximum and minimum around noon and 18 hr, respectively. And the difference 

between two three・hour means of Ap/ Ac centering at these hours is statistically 

high significant. Although the observational points are less numerous during night 

hours, the curve seems to have a minor maximum and minimum before midimight 

and near 6 hr, respectively. 

Conとerningthe daily variations of Ap and Ac themselves, they are shown 

separately in Fig. fil (B), in which the daily variation of Ap shows a fairly good agree・ 

concerned. 

ment with that of A.p/ Ac, but not so distinct for Ac as far as the present data are 

Therefore, the mode of the daily variation of Ap/ Ac presented here is 

mainly respomible for that of Ap, though a minimum of Ap/ Ac around 18 hr may be 

more exaggerated by some larger values of Ac appeared near the h~>Ur. 

Any definite seasonal variation of Ap/ Ac could not be obtained from the present 

small material, and 

so is desirable a 

longer period stati・ 

sties. 

The solar daily 

‘variation of the amp・ 

litude of the pre・ 

liminary change is 

the fourth fact to 

support the foregoing 

statement, considering 

a similar local time 

variation of that of 

sudden commence・ 

ロients.
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§3. Diurnal 

variation of Ap and 

Sq・variati。n
On the other 

hand it has been 

recently pointed out 
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Fig. 61 (B). Daily variations of Ap and Ac 
at Kakioka. 

to the hourly frequency of occurrence as well as amplitude into consideration. The 

phenomena pictured up here may also introduce an another fact to be clarified from 

the same point of view. Here, the writer suggests that a part of the original 

current of SSC or SI may flow in our ionospheres. 

If we compare the diurnal variation curve of Ap shown in Fig. 61 with that 

of Sq, we can easily find out a striking resemblance to each other except that 

the former lags about three hours behind the latter. So the correlation between Ap 

and each monthly mean Sq, of which phase angle is retarded three hours, is 

graphically shown in Fig. 62. A statistical test e1f significance of the linear correlation 

is made by the n~ethod of vanance aS" shown in Table 26. Thf' retio of the v~riance 

(1) ~nd ( 2・) i:; 9. 21. For l and 28 .degrees of freedom th2 5ヌ！band 1.% values of F 

in the F-:listribution are 4. 20 and 7. 64: respectively. It follows that・ the regres£ion is 

significant, i.e. the t~ndency for large values of Ap_ to be associated with large •1alues 

ot the retarded Sq-variation is significant. 
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Table 26. Anaiyeis of variar..ce of regression. 

Source of Variance S：』md Square~ De.aee of F reedc m 

(1) Due to :R町向e、gession 
(C2/ 

1邸.18 1 

(2) About lziFff:)ssion 571. 70 28 
(S甲一

Total 759.88 29 

S，：＝三がー（ヱx)2/n, S！／＝ヱ!.Y~ー（三yア／11, C＝ヱxy－~x. ヱ.y/n,

x=Eq, y=Ap-7.7, n=30. 

Some years 2go this writer suggested to 

consider anεw the sclar daily variation field er 

some radiaticn agency for tne interpretation of 

the local time varhtion of the hourly frequency 

of SSC or SSC叱5乃 Yetno plausible opinion 

h岱 beenbrcught fotward up to date,. mean-

while a loc2l time variation of Ap with a striking ・10

Ar 
m必公m
.L 

• 20 

。
． 

10 

Ver:ar.ce 

188.18 

20.42 
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． 

20 ~1011 

resemblance to Sq-variation has beer. ココ~；y

-prεsented here. Now, it may be farther 
Fig. 62. Rehdonship be;:wcen 

Ap aコcSq for 19-!7. 

suggested that at least a part of currents responsible for Ap, probably for SSC or SI, 

flow in or near the E『 layer.

On the other hand it has been well known・出atthe amplitude of SSC becomes 

larg.er wi出 increasinglatitude, and T. Nagata and his collaboratorsO均 haverecently 

showed that Ds-field begins to appear in high latitudes from the very time of SSC, 

suggesting some corpuscular impinging upon the auroral zone ionospheres at the time. 

The origin of preliminary changes considered here may also be situated in high latitudes, 

and current distribution may take such a type as that of. a polar storm. But the 

phenomen::. re!iεs elmost far its full account including an explanation of the phase 

angle r::entioned abo,・e oれ thea-:cumulated world『 widedata in future. 

§4. Preliminary inverse impulse, or kick of SSC寧。fearth-currents 

Regarding geomagnetic SSC*, among all investigators, T. Nagata (59〕r<.Jantly 

carried out the most compreher.sh•e investigations, and so here something about rn~ 
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matter will be described from a standpoint of localiψof earth-currents. From the data 

of 1947 at Kakioka four and nine SSC”for geomagnetic field and earth-currents can 

be respectively’旬kenout, of which three SSC蜘 soccurred simultaneously in both 

fields. If geomagnetic SSC酎 scorresponding to ? marks in Table 23 are counted in, 

the number・ increases to seven, of which 五時 become to occur simultaneously with 

those of earth-currents. Therefore, it should be first admitted that all SSC’s of earth-

currents are not always ・accompanied simultaneously with geomagnetic ones ; the former 

being more numerous. The s色condpoint to be mentioned is that SSC伊 sof earth-

cuπents are not always simultaneously observed at all five stations in Japan as given 

in Table 2S. 

Concerning these local characteristics of earth-currents, following two explana-

tions may be possible. (a): All SSC耐 sare supposed to be occurred simultaneously 

in both earth-currents and geomagnetic field, but small rapid ones are apt to appear 

in earth-:::urrents only. This opinion assumes first that by using suitable technique so 

numerous kicks are to be observed even in the geomagnetic field in the lower latitudes, 

and a lack of simultaneity of earth-currents in a rather small area such as Japan is 

responsible for some inhomogenity of electric structure of the ground, or such local 

S釘uctureof the ionosphere over some specified region. (b): Even when there is no 

primary agency of SSC・inthe geomagnetic neld, there may be a good chance to 

observe SSC・－likekick of earth四 currentsin conjunction with the principal direction, 

provided some suitable direction and quickness of time change of the五rststarting 

vector of a geomagnetic SSC. These apparent SSC*'s may be superposed on primary 

ones. 

For example, the direction of the first starting magnetic vector in Japan is 

generally north-eぉterly(60)and may change in some range of degrees. So at a station 

wi也 出esouth-westerly principal direction will be more numerous such lucky chances 

for north-component than east-component (Table 23). 

Unfortunately, there are few key points to decide which opinion' is more 

plausible. The writer, however, is now inclined to consider the case (b) more 

promisingly than (a), although the latter would be more interesting from a geophysical 

po泊tof view. At any rate, carefully conducted simultaneous quick-run recordings 

of both ge。magneticelements and earth四 currentswill answer to出isquestion, especially 

provided high sPnsitive instruments and accurate tjinekeeping. 
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In conclusion it may be worthy to add some wo吋。 abouta question whether or 

not some o出ervariations do manifest such changes as preliminary changes before-

mentioned or kicks. Some well-known variations such as pulsations, solar ffare varia・ 

tions, bays and etc. are unlikely to show such characteristic changes, but further 

efforts should be offerred to examine for other rapid changes frequently observed during 

storms. 



CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS 

1. It was endeavoured to collect recent data as many as possible from ・various

parts of the world together with our Japanese observations, and to analyse them to 

deduce some general pictures of local characteristics as well as world-wide natures of 

the spatial distribution and time variations of伺 rthτuηents. 

2. First of all the principal direction, or restricted direction of earth-currents, 

was examined ・by using the hodographs of the annual mean Sq observed at several 

stations in y. S. A., Europe, South-America, Japan, Australia and so on, as well as 

short period variations recorded at abou~ two dozens of stations in Japan. In spite of 

apparently random distribution of the direction, we may finally deduce three groups 

of type, correlating to the actual dist,;ibution of land and sea, and topographical and 

geological circumstances together with earth-resistivity surveys around the stations. At 

several stations the direction is almost constant even for each individual harmonic wave 

of Sq, and if except for the diurnal waves at some stations, twelve stations out of 

詑 venteenones belong ta .this catalogue. So there are few stations at which principal 

directions deduced separately from each harmonic wave are not always equal, but 

somewhat different one another ; for example, at Kakioka both diurnal and semidiurnal 

harmonics in winter are responsible for this inequality 

3. Comparing the yeaト to-yearchange of the maximum range ・of the Sq-varia・ 

tion of earth-currents to that <;>f relative sunspot numbers, we obtained a nearly linear 

correlation between them, of which proportional cdnstant to S approximately depends 

nei出erupon the base direction nor coordinates of latitude of stations. The回 st-

component at Kakioka, however, was found to be exceptionally small r.ompared with 

an expectable value from the linear expression担 idabove, and to be attributed to the 

winteJ;" characteristics of the mode of Sq. 0£ course, a similar consistent result 
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can be obtained for. each harmonic wave of Sq. The facts lead us to study how does 

the mode of Sq change in the long course of years at any station situated near the 

locus of the wandering focus of the equivalent cuロentsystem of the Sq field. 

4. There is found a remarkable long period variation of T~1n. of Sq, time of 

occurrence of the extreme minimum for east－℃omponent in winter at Kakioka, which 

has a distinct maximum about two years before the maximum of S and shows a good 

parallelism with the change of t:J.S/ tl.t, not S itself, where S is the relative sunspot 

number and t time in unit of year. We have no such a change for T~x. time of 

occurrence of the extreme maximum for east-component of Sq in winter. There is 

also found a similar variation in the geomagnetic Sq field, especially in the horizontal 

intensity at Kakioka, and a tendency of less significance at Tucson, an another simila.r 

middle latitude station. 

5 An another interesting aspect of the secular variation of the mode of Sq in 

winter at Kakioka is that there exists some shorter period, namely, four-year period 

variation superposed on the long period change before』 mentioned. We can detect 

similar periodic variations in both geomagnetic Sq at Kakioka and f ;.2 at Kokubunji, 

Tokyo, as well as relative sunspot numbers S. 

6. On the other hand, phase angles 'Pn's of harmonic waves of Sq show no 

systematic connection with S as a whole, contrary to the amplitude changes, though 

rp1 manifests apparently random large fluctuations, especially in north・‘component. 

However, the year-to-year change of <p師 isfairly systematic for each wave, but there is a 

remarkable dissimilarity between </'1 and other <p's, namely, the former manifests the 

long period change before『 mentioned,while the latters 4』 yearperiod changes. These 

two characteristics correspond to those of T!111,, namely, nor N and ~n. respectively, 

showing distinct different contributions from different harmonic waves to an apparent 

secular change of the mode of Sq at Kakioka. At Tucson, however, there is found 

no such 4咽 yearperioci changes for <p,:s, while rp1's at both stations show the similar 

long period change. This discrepancy may be responsible for the di百erentbehaviors 

of the ionospheres in winter over the stations. Further investigations will be desirable 

from both sides of the geo-electromagnetic field and ionosphere by gathering longer 

period data from various・ pfaces in the world. 
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7. Concerning the solar daily variations observed .at seventeen stations, the 

magni帥 d 恥 resultantpotential gradie叫ん＝fer.:~＋万 is of o伽 of…
~illivolts per kilometer at most, except・for two stations, Toledo and Nemuro with 

exceptionally small and large values, respectively. Thu average values for twelve 

middle latitude stations are as follows. 

Period (hrs）………………………24 12 8 6 

Amplitude (mV /km）…………1. 51 1. 86 1. 22 0. 43 

8. い conf

mately propo此ionalt。1／～／πevenin many di旺erentlocalities in the・ world as far as 

such a range of T四 thatcov'ers those of principal harmonics of the Sq-variation is 

concerned. This relationship, however, deviates from its lineality with increasing 

1/...／π・ ; for example, at all four statinni:s in Japan the specific resistance of the ground 

increases with increasing depth from the surface. Assuming a proper uniform specific 

resistance of the upper several kilometers depth, a presumed two-layer structure of 

the ground fits fairly well to each station. 

9. Apparent resistivities Pa's calculated from Rn,r./ H,1 ,0＝ 、伝万T~1 are of order 

。flO'!l・cmat nine stations out of fifteen, while they are as small as 3～4. 103.Q・cm

at Huancayo and Toledo. The average value of Pa's for twelve middle latitude stations 

gives 4. 10•.n •εm. 

10. There is a fairly intimate connection between Pa's and earth-resistivities 

pob.'s, which are observed in the shallow upper portion of the earth up to some 

hundred meters or more below the surface, as far as the present observed earth-

resistivities are concerned. 

11. The second harmonic wave of Sq n白 r出es伺ーcoastcontains a factor of 

which amplitude decreases towards the inner part of the land with increasing distance 

measured from the nearest sea-coast to the respective stations. Since it is examined 

in vain to get such a regular distribution for the other waves, it is suggested that 

some local earth-currents due to. 同 y,electrochemical actions or capillary fluid motions 

may be produced near the sea-coast by the solar tidal motion of the sea-water. 

12. It is pointed out that SSC and SI changes are generally anticipated by 

small gradually increasing or decreasing preliminary changes lasting some minutes. These 

preliminary changes are characterized by four observational facts which suggest us・ to 
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pay our attentions to the immediate parts of the electrogram anticipated to SSC and 

SI changes. The four observational characteristics of the preliminary change are as 

follows, (1) Preponderance of the frequency of one specified type of the variation, A-

type ; (2) Duration time of the variation, T p, is almost equal to that of the main impulse, 

T。；（3)Amplitude of the preliminary change, 4,p, is distributed within a definite domain 

of the (AP, Ao) diagram; (4) The solar daily variation of the amplitude of the preliminary 

change. 

13. The solar daily variation of AP shows a striking resemblance with Sq・varia・ 

tion, though the phase angle of the former Jags about three hours behind the latter. 

This suggests that at least a part of currents responsible for AP, probably SSC or 

SI, may flow in or near the E-Layer. 

14. All SSC*'s of earth-currents are not always accompanied simultaneously 

with geomagnetic ones, the former being more numerous. SSC*'s of earth-currents 

are not always simultaneously observed at all fiye stations in Japan. These local 

characteristics of earth-currents may be considered to be mainly controlled by suitable 

combinations of the direction and quickness of the first impulse change with the 

electric structure of the ground around the very station. 
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APPENDIX 

THE MEASUREMENT OF EARTH-CURRENT POTENTIALS AND ITS RELAIABILIT'l 

§ 1. Introduction 

Superficially the method of the earth-cw rent measurement is simplicity itself and 

do也 notdiffer in principle from an ordinary physical measurement of potential difference 

in the・むstkind or民 condkind of conductor. We must, however, take s釘 iouslyinto con-

siderations !ollowing some charactぽisticpaints in th偲 efields of science. 

In the first place, the伺 rthmay be probably considぽ edto be a complex semi-

conductor ; especially the electric state of its upper layぽ， inwhich some of the main p紅 ts

of the m組側ringequipments訂 einstalled, is mainly governed by its constituen胞 and

quantities of electrolytic substanc邸 contained. And genぽ allyit is apt to vary ovぽ

rather wide limjts beyond our control, so that it tends to rise various eλtraneous effects 

at the electrod白. Much efforts, therefore, have been done by many investigators to 

get d配 trodeafree台omany such contact potentials. but, unfortunately no satisfactory 

succ邸 hasbeen done, at least in the permanent installation, though the non-polarizing 

llquid electrode is surely superior for the t回nporaryobsぽ vationin r白 P氏 tto its small 

contact potentials. We must, therefore, allow for some of these contact potentials and 

甘yto minimize them as possible as we can, and more practically as constant as possible 

compared with other portions of potentials considered(lJ. Although these state.n1ents 

see:n to be rather negative for us, in practice even this last requirement is not so easily 

realized as it is the c部 e. These anomalous variations, however, are used to be distin-

gt.iished from other portions of potentials by comparing two or more inrlependent bas白 in

the same direction. One of the most fundamental and urg釦tnecessity for earth-current 

me鎚 ur卸nentis to improve .the method of electrode installation to be suited for the p町－

manent routine observation in出ev町 yplace. 

As toothぽ requirementsfor the satisfactory me;:isurement, similar carefu I practice3 

m田 tbe done for the installation of the und釘・groundwires prot配 tedfrom any fault insu-

lation and natural corrosions, and sometimes for the construction of some suitable she¥ped 

electrode3 of small contact resistances compared with that of the remainder of the 

circuit. Th回 etwo requirements seem to be more or le~~s eぉierto artificially control 
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than contact potentials, but various initial testing and practice of the former should be 

most carefully carried out as well as that. of ・electrodes themselves, because of the diffi・ 

culty of testing their ∞πect order of function at any time when once hurried in 出e

ground. 

B邸 id白 ofthese points, 

and the diffぽ entgeological, topographical and hydraulic at the very station. 

From these poin旬 ofviews, in this paper 訂 egiven some obsぽ vationalsimple experi・ 

men胎 andnotes on the e部entialpom匂， on which the accuracy of the measur自nent

depends mainly but not so syst白naticallyhave been甘eated,and general d笛criptionof 

廿l~ method and equipment made at出eKakioka Magnetic Observatory,, through which 

important data used in this paper are supplied. 

§ 2. Some experimen旬 andno旬son曲emeasurement 

of ear世i-currentpotentials 

1. Base length 

Genぽallyspeaking, it is difficult to say in a word how long and in what directions 

出ebase lin白 shouldbe installed. The matt釘 differsfor different subj~ぬ of inv・伺 tigation

and localit問。fthe subterranean structUre in the neighbourhood of the station. For 

instance, at the ordinary observatory recording of such sorts of earth・currents as the world・ 

wide and rath也・ short period variations, one to ten Km lin偲 runningin northward and 

eastward directions are usually installed (2〕． On long lin田， runningscor鎚 or・hundred

kilometres long, we have some advantag白 insuch poin給路thenegligible釦 tallelectrode 

potentials compared wi也 universalearth-current potentials, low s~nsibility of instru・ 

men飴 used,more repr鎚entativefeatur・倍。fthe current flow in出e吋cinity.of the station 

and so on. For the permanent routine work, howev町， it may be more d偲 irableto 

construct cheaply and to keep permanently血elines in satisfactory conditions, even it is 

required to use somewhat high町 sensitiveinstruments ・or recording apparatus. Hence, 

from only tl出 pointof view, and furthぽ fromthe need of uniformity of the .structure 

in世iearea・ included in the measurement,・ it may be apparently said that the more出e

line is short, the be枕町 itgo田． Of ~ourse, we may台equentlyencountぽ withtrouble・ 

some and diffic1.dt even飴 toover℃ome fo:r the s~tisfactory m伺sureme~旬。fsmall quanti吋伺 ・
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considered〔3〕，ぜ undulyshort lines w町eopぽ atedwithout any sensible pr舵 autionagainst 

various extraneous effects. In order to harmonize those merits and failures, at an ordinary 

obsぽ vatoryit may be錨 feto choose the ba~ length as long as a few kilometres at most, 

pr-0vided c訂 efullpr舵 autionand patient endeavour for maintenance of all par飴 ofthe 

equipment. 

On the o血ぽ hand,at a place whぽethe subterranean 柑 uctureis so complex that 

血edis凶butionof i飴 elぽ tricalconductivity becom白 heterogen的 usor even・ aniso仕opic,

we may have a’few base systems with di任erentbase length and direction of the line. 

The need of也回eaux:ili紅 yequipmen包 canbe justified by the precise knowledge about 

the distribution of也eα.trrentflow in resp配 tto that of conductivity in both horizontal 

and vertical dirぽ tions. A more imPortant pomt m some sense i.s that th田eduplicate 

or m叫tiplesystems can manif白 tthem鵠 lv偲 卸 apowerful tool for the inv，白tigationof 

local or sometim信 regionalcharactぽ of伺 rth-curren飴．

2. Geomagnetic and atmoゆhericelectric. induction on the overhead line . 

It is unqu田 tionablyd偲 irableto use the highly insulated cable lin鎚 forconnection 

between the recording instruments and electrod飽， b配 ausewhen the aぽ iallinesむeu提d

the following poin結晶ouldbe cared of; electromagnetic induction on them due to the 

time chang倍。王 thegeomagnetic field or m舵 ha凶α1motion of出elin田 inthe p町 manent

geomagnetic field, el即位ostaticinduction em対 sof atmospheri~ electricity, and some 

mechanical damages of l伺 .dingwir偲 andtheir supPo此ぽs. But frequently紅 eused 

ぬeOV町h伺 dlin白 insteadof cabl回， becauseof the expen鉛 entailedand民 riousinjury 

、 uoontheぽops.

(A）~ Geomagnetic induction on the line 

くi) • Induction due to出.etr剖lsientgeomagnetic field chang偲

Two t白 tha関 linesw釘eset泊 thecompound of也eKaf9oka Magnetic Obs町－

vatぽy,one of which formed a vertiαl rectangular loop o1出earea 100 m3 with its ov，町h飽 d

line and the ground, while an insulated wire for another base was i討ddown on出e

surface of the ground in a s仕叫ghtline, running in the same dir配討onas the formぽ base.

Ear也・currentpotentials for匂.chb~田 W町e photographiαlly recorded by m鎚 nsof two 

sensitive ga,lvanomet・ぽ SW泊 the銅meins仕umen旬lconstants as shown iq Table 1: 
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Table I. 

I Period C. D. Res. .Coil R回. Cun・ent sens. S回 levalue 
Galvanometer ：－一一一一

｜問 U M I帥 1川－eain伽 m 2. B. io-5volt/100m/mm 

Speed of I 
Recording I 6・ O mm剛山

Considering the fact that ~he mortf the magnetic field changes quickly, the more induced 

current in a loop beco’nes large, the amplitudes of the same short period variations with 

their time duration ranging仕omten seconds to one minutes were read out from the two 

records. The amplitude.!;I of出e田 lectedvariations訂egiven i 11. three groups in Table 2. 

・rable 2. Co岨parisonof amplitude of potentials, A, of the univers3l shゅはperiodvariations 
observed with two se旬 oflines; the one ~kes a verti伺 lloop with the ground, 
while another makes no loop. 

A: exp目指edin mm unit. 

Range j A"! An j Ran酔

I 4.0 4.0 ·~ 
2.0 2.1 

5.0 5.0 
2.8 2.8 

I 3.0 2.8 o-5.0 I 
I 5.0 5.0 

I 4. 0 4.0 

1 4.0 4.0 
・5.0 5.0 

I 3.3 3.2 

Aγ ： Li~e with a loop・. 

G・・ 

’ 

A"! An Range A"! . An 

一一一一一一
5.2 5.?. 12.1 12.3 

7.0 7.0 13. 9 14. 0 

6.0 6.0 10. l 10. 3 

'7. 0 '7. 0 10.2 10.2 

8.0 8.0 >IO. 1 22.8 22.5 

6.0 6.0 16.9 lti.7 

'7. 0 '7. 0 15.8 16.0 

8.1 8.0 14.0 13. 9 

10.0 10.1 11.0 11.0 
22.2 22,U 

11.2 11.0 

An: Line with no loop. 

一－・ ・
0-5.0 3.81 3.79 

5.1-・10.0 7.14 ・7.16 

>IO.I 14.56 14.54 

Total 
Mean 

8.75 8.74 

As it ~ad been expected before the experiment, we could not detect any appreciable 

difference .in amplitude between two sets of base lines a:s f訂 asthe accuracy of the mea 

surement was concerned. We could also釘ndno ph部 ed出町encesbetween two records 

in the limit of e汀 or,four seeonds. From the ・theoretical standpoint of view, however, 

the magnitude of induced electromotive force. V, in ~ coil due to the varying magnetic 

force, H, which passes" perpendicularly through the coil can, be expressed as follows. 

dH V=S.N.一一一.10-s volts, 
dt 

where S and N are the area and number of turns of出ecoil. Then, in theαse of the 

above experiment. V can be calcul~ted as V = 10-7 volts for S= 100 m3, and 4. 5.10-s volts 
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dH for S=4500 m3, r回 p配 tively,when N=l, =10-5. 
dt 

The maximum紅 eaof the loop in the艶 nsesaid above is approximately 4500 m2 

for the r句ular伺 stbase line of one and ha,lf kilometers long at Kakioka. At any rate, 

出町efore,it ・is clear that induction effect due to the varying geomagnetic field with 

p町 iod.as low as ten鈴 condsis not so important. 

( ii ) • Induction due to the motion of the line in the permanent geomagnetic 

field 

On the o也ぽ hand,we have an ano也erequivalent induced elec甘0・motiveforce 

due -to the relative motion of the ovぽheadline to the permanent geomagnetic field when 

出ewind and o出町 mechanicalfore伺 acttoo詑 illatethe line in favourable conditions. 

The line is・ more or le誌 flexibleand ・not always bound on the insulators in the same 

manner at each. point and, moreover, the external mechanical forces, of which most ef・ 

fective one is wind, usually change their directions and magnitudes with respect to time 

and space. ・ Consequenly, the loop formed between the line and the ground changes its 

area with time, and then the induced E.M.F. will become so irregular and indefinite that 

it would not be so・easyto grasp the・ exact mode of the matt町. Neverthle既 日ieordぽ

of magnitude of世ieinduced E.M.F. may b~ estimated as follows. For example, at the 

Kakioka Magnetic Observatory we have an eastward line of one and half kilometer lo~g 

as・ above・ mentioned of which wire is fixed at f迂tyone points on the insulators. The 

mean area of each segment of the line formed between it and the horizontal line connect・ 

ing two consecutive points amounts to about 3.10' cm2. For simplicity’s sake，託 we

a部 umethat each segment has the same紅白祖国 aboveand as a rigid body oscillates 

about the horizontal axis in the plane perpendicular to the geomagnetic meridian with the 

組 mephase, then the induced E.M.F. in the whole line can amount to the ordぽ of

millivolt. The magnitude estimated in this id回 lizedcase is not so small-enough to be 

neglected compared with other kinas of .universal earth-cu町 en胞. In practice, however, 

such an idealized uniform condition can not be realized, and moreovぽ， owingto tl砲

rapidness of the motion of the segment, only a few pぽ・centof this amount. will be actu・ 

ally recorded by an ordinary galvanometer or such like apparattぉ withits proper period 

of a few舘 conds. Actually, during the long pぽ iodof ob8ervation at Kakioka we could 

n,Qt detect anv remarkabl~ trace on the electrogratn even when rather strong wind blew 
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It is nece誌ary.however, to take出鈴eeffec匂 intoaccount when the sm~l and rapid 

variations such as micropulsations comparable with tho詑 of也eearth ground訂 eto be 

recorded. 

〔B〕． Atmosρheric electric.e・元（ectszゆonthe line 

Accompanying with the disturbances in atmospheric elec仕icityin such bad weathers 

as thunderstorms, heavy rains, snowfaJling, solid precipitation and etc, we have freque11tly 

recorded some irregular and rather larger . variations in bo出 componen飽 atKakioka. 

The amplitudes of these variations differ markedly in different localities, and・ depend upon 

the prevailing meteorological conditions, topography, height of血eOV，釘headline and etc‘ 

On the mete。，rologicallycalm-days,. .. however 1 no such remarkable abnormal changes 

can be observed Therefore, such kinds of local effects-due to the ~hanges of atmos・ 

pheric electricity, of which major pむ tmay due to・theantenna-earth cぽ rent,are only 

occurred in very specified time i川町vals,and then fYla.ν8. IQ5D 

gi•re no serious handicap for the discu回ionof也e

general aspects of伺 rt:p.-currents.

Gen町 allyspeaking, however, we have some pc)穏 i・

bilities to suppo関 moreextended spatial correlation, 

or rather world-wide relation between earth-currents 

and atmospheric electricity世iroughth~ 住ansf，ぽ of

一ー一一一一~－t,
_)AJ e}co> 

～…♂十一一tJ 

C" 

J (I) 

electricity between the air and the e紅白， butthe 戸、

discussion for these problems are out of the scope to 

be仕eatedin the pre詑nt paper. 

An example at出eK~oka Magnetjc Observatory 

is shown ~q Fig. 1, which was ac~ompanied with the . ,, 

precipitation of hailstone of moderate intenSity. The 

I( I/ 

・，Fig.1. Abnormal variation of 
earth-ct町佃tpo旬ntialsaα刀im・
戸niedv.rl也hails句n伺 ofmod・
ぽatein旬nsi弘（A). Arrows 
show the dir町 tion.of ・curr阻 t
flow. 

maximum ranges of this. variation recorded_ by some lines are given in Table 3. It shows 

how much differ these variations in different localities.. In re知 ・ence:to thおよthe topo・

graphical and geologi伺 Ifeatur倍 n鎚 rthe ob縮・vatoryru:e shown in Fig: 2 toge・白ぽwi出

the site of the observatory. For convenience’S担 kefor廿iefurther statement，釦meof 

the ·re~ul訂 and temporary base lines drawn・ in the figure紅 enumbered ~nd . their ba鈍

lengths訂 ealso given in Table 4. 

／ 



亡コ Loam

陸掴 Po・叩 hyriぬ跡地 Grani飽

Eヨ~昨Schi悦

Fig, 2. A吋ang.釘n回 tof re伊 larand怯m仰向ry崎 rth-currentlin関， and
g白logi回 Iand topographical sketch n回 rthe Kakioka Magnetic 
Ob:ぽ va旬ry,

l、able・3. Lo也Iabnormal variations of伺 rぬぐurrentpotentials acc:ompnied with hails加n関

at Kakioka 

Ba舘 length ぬx.range, m V /km . Amplitude ratio ef 

Base line* univぽ鶴IcmTents 

BW NS BW  NS EW  NS ． 
－く0) l.l>Okm 1.lOkm 79.8 36.8 1 1 

(1) lQOm lOOm 0.6 一 0.70 o.92 

く9) loom lOOm 0.6 160.5 1. 24 0.64 

後 Refer飴 Table4. 

_/  
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1主主ble4 . 

.Base line 
Desc!rf沼t田ed1~回mber 

Component length 

EW l.50km (0) 
.NS 1. lOk:rμ 

ew ・100D1 (9.) ns lOOm 

e’w' lOOm. (1) 
n's' lOOitt 

EiW1 350m 仁3)

E'W' l.85km (2) 

E2W1 l.05k立1 (4) 

e,w, .2rom 
く5・〉n1s1 210m 

In connection with this・ pheao:ne'1a, it sho叫dbe remembered that’some abnormal 

variations in bad weather.s•are. often mistaken as those due to atmosphぽ icelectricity. but 

they are really caused by fault insulation of the line and insulat，の・rS.

3. lnsul ation 

It is one of the most important r伺凶remeコtfor the satisfactory measure:nent of 

e包・th・cu汀 entsto keep the total circuit in adequate insulation throughout the measuring 

period notwithstanding any unexpecte:i changes in the natural and artificial circu nstances 

under which the measurements訂 eregularly carrieヨon. The difficulties in・ obtaining 

adequate insulation are mainly encountered in the field equipments, thatお， overheadand 

underground Iinea, togefh町 withirJ.sul~tors ・and le~ds joining t恥 electrodesto the lines. 

Sometimes the faulty insulation of the overhead line3 may be in仕oducedunconsciously 

by touching and iniuring their coating wi也 somethinglike branches of仕e鎚. except 

the gradual decrease o~ insulation resistanc倍。f出eline－~ and insulators due to the changeョ

of their materials over a period of y，伺rs. As to the und也・groundlead joining the 

elec位。d回 prop町 to血elines, the matter is v町 y位。ublesome,for i旬 insidiouseffect~ 

are influenced by various kinds of changes of physical a吋 che'Ilicats白tesof the surface 

layer of the earth. The following experimental re:mlお maygive an idea of the order 

of error to be introducP.rl in the ・measurements due to faulty instilation. 
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(A). Error due to faulty insulati0J1 of the line and insulator 

( i). Simple circuit 

The simpl回tcase of m伺 suringarrange~ 

men飴 will be considiぽ・ed; ロiorecomplicated 

onesαn be位eatedin th~ similar manner. Iμ 

Fig. 3，位ieoverhead line is supPosed to be伺 r出－

edもetweenPx and Qx through the to包1・resis-

tance X, then the current i3 flowing in the line 

can be expr~ed as follows; 

1 x+c「~，
v l ’ v I 

li; ＝寸「（ ("' ｝三β百一，

品。 IX+C,.{1一党）I 川

伽~ ，［~~ . 
!c. ix ピユ二j .lc2 

~~~高~＇~お6淑可保町側同公匂入可~／
E，ほ Ez

V1 Vx V2 
Fig. 3. Simple gavanome加・cirer恥
R: Highman伊 ninseri槌 r伺 is旬nee.
G: Coil r回忌匂neeof galv却 ometer.
C1,C2:'Con匂ctr田 istanceat the el回・

trode E1ぽ E2・
S: Universal shunt resis恒n回．

v=v1-v'l, vtl)=vx-V2 

GS 
R0=R＋万平喜一＋c.+ea

where・ V1, v2 and vtl) are伺 r位1・cu町 entpoten白 lsat the poin旬 ofelectrodes E1・E, and 

伺 rthedpoint Px; C1 and C:i也econtact:'.resistances at the respective electrod笛． Since 

the condition β~l is usually fulfilled for C1/Ro~l in practice，日iough也ecase of Vz>v1 

when v1>V:1 can be possible along some path of the overhead line, iir will become gen-

ぽallysmall compared with the case when the line. is kept in perfect insulation, i.e., 

hく仙＝ ζー。
It is .to be noted出atthe reduction coefficient βis almost determined by the ratio of血e

con包ctr回包抱neeat the el＜詑trodeto the insulation r倍 istanceat仕iepole or some point 

on仕ieline. 

くii) • Model experiment 

T.b回econ.c;iderations wぽeillustrated in 出e

following simple model. experiment of wh~ch arrange-

ment is show~ 記hematically in Fig. 4. Two similar 

rec旬ngularcoppぽ el配甘odeP1andP，く2.0cm×2.0cm)

wasimmぽsedat a hoFizontal distance 1 ap訂 tin the 

cone en住icCuSO, solution in which an approximately 

llniform elec位icfield was舘 tup between copper elec-

位。βesE1andE:i・All叩lie回 joiningP 1 and P 2 to h回 .vy

rubber doubly coated wires m1 ana m3 was thickly coat-

ed by high quality pitch to be impぽviousto 出e

し

V: Glass v民;sel,
18αn×21αn×21αn. 

S: ・ Wooden pla-旬 oovぽ．

E’s: Copper pla恰 el町 trod田．

m’s:H回 vyrub~ wire. 
p’s: Copper plates. 
n : Copper wire. 
K : rorcelain insulaぬr.
l=P1P2, x=P.ln. 

s 
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solution. A copper wire n, 1 mm  h占aineter,was then :dippeci ~rito the soiutlon ・at 

the distance z仕'OmP3 on出eiine joi凶ngP1 and ・P:i・ The凶πent~pa剥ng through 

a galvanometer G, i包 sensibilitybeing 1. so.10-s Amp; I>& mm  . and P&io.d 2 .舘 conds.

W鈎 m伺 suredfor two伺総awhen n was conn配給d.to・ the ・.base line L and・ ・ di8conn配 ted

from it, corresponding to the actual伺飽sof faulty ・and. Pぽf舵 t・good insulation. Sonie 

examples of the results thus ob包inedandαIeulated valu倒 bythe出抑倒sionof i" inくi)

訂 egiven in Table ~. The example-A shows出e.lin伺 rfunctional relatio~ between 

ig anq x. The鉱 amplesB1 and Ba wぽ ・ecarried out to .ch舵k白e錨 .ymptotic・var担tion 

of iir by in・αeasing X/C1・alltabular・ values of curren旬 .being・偲pr回sedby divisions of 

the deflection. 

Table 5A. Relation betw館 aig.and x 

18.5" 6.1 16._4 ・16.6
18. 4 5.8・ 15.5 15:6 

18.4 4.4 .14.9 14.,7 

18.4・ 2."9 13.1 13.l 

Table 5B1・Relation恥tweeni1組 dX/C1 

a
 

hu 

向

UA
U
 

－A
 

噌

A

a

d

 

－d
岨

竃

一

ト

4
s再

m
q
Gす

一

一

戸

十

X

C
－

R
 
1 =8.0cm 
.one必v=0.. 6.l0-3 volts. 

去る（n) ’5.102 1. 5.10' 

lg 
obs. 

cal. 

16.1 

15.9 

18.8 
0.75 

17.0 

17.2 

18.8 
e.20 

3.5.lOS 7 .. 10’ ~.10' 

17.8 18.2 18.'4 
17.8 18.8 18.4 

18.6. 18.7 18.6 
5.10 10.15 29.o 

くig）個
X/C1 

C1=690n,. 

X=Xo+Cn, 

R=l4000n, 

Cn=l'.lri; 

・1=8.0cm, x=5.5cm 

oon'b:は r田 is鎗neeat n. 

τ'able 5B:a・

Xoくめ 102 5.103 10' 5.103 IO' 5.10・8.105 ~os 

18.3 14.0 14.8 17.0 17.8 18.5 18.9 19.0 
lir . caJ. 13.2 14.0 14.7 17.0 17.8 18.7 19.0 19.0 

くig）同 18.9 18.9 18.9 18.9 18.9 19.0 19.0 19.0 
X/C1 0.04 0.17 0.34 1.67、 3.32 16.7 99.5 382 

C1=3014n, R=l~OOO!l, 1=8.0αn, x=4.5cm. 
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~the aboveぽ Pぽimen包 con也.ct.r邸 istanc回 atP1 and P, '!Nぽeassumed to be 

equal and one half of也eeffぽtiveresistance betw~en P1 and P2・ Thecon匂ctr~iS包nee

at n wasαleぬ te4in血e’鈍 meway by sub仕acting也econtact resis也neeat P1合・omthe 

eff1舵tiveresis組 問ebetween Pi and n. The good 

coincidence betw~n the回 申 ぽimentand calcula-

tion proved that the uniform elec位icfield was 

fairly well established in the solution, and it was 

not disturbed by the aπangemen包 ofthe・ ex開 ti-

ment and ．出ecurrent flowing in血ecircuit; 

ぬowingno appr舵 iablepol訂izationeffect at 

el配位od回． Indeed，泊 itis鈍 enin Fig. 5出e

potentiat drop between the d配位。deP1 and. n 

Y1-Vz) was inぽ・easedlinearly wi也theincreas-

lg dis包neebetween them. 

（泌｝.Field位 :periment

16 (Vr-VxJ 

14 
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10 
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2 
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，I
 

Fig. 5. Potentiat drop between P1 
釦 dn, (V1-V.,), and distance 
between P1 and n. A similar field eJ中erむnentwas carrie4 

out for the east component of血eu凶V釘泊Iearthセ出Ten包 atKakioka. Some experimental 

details are given in Table 6 where all resistance3 were measured by the Kohlrausch’s 

bridge,' notations being ・to be .ref，ぽr~d to Fig. 3。rthe expression of i＂・

Table 6. 

、
C1 X 

I. 2.10sn. 1. 2. I03n 

Distance 
E1 E, 
1oom 

Distance 
E2 Px 
57m 

Ro 

301.1.103n 

1、hedecreament of the amplitude of the short period variations when X was con-

n側海dto the line is clearly鉛 enin Fig. 6, where the amplitude is plotted referred to 

the回 mevariations recorded by an another independent adjacent eastward line of equal 

le昭也錨 areference ba詑.・From白e3etwo linear relations we ob阻inedthe coefficient 

β＝O. 80, while the calculated value is β＝0.79. 

When the measurement is under fear of low accuracy by large contact resistances 

or low insulation resistances, the記 ale・ value, or vottsensibility of the electrogram is 

frequently calibrated by impressing the known electromotive force in. the total circuit 

including the伺 rthinstead of substituting it only aαoss.出egalvanometer unit in place 

of Jines (Fig. 7). In the former method of記aling,scale value is apt to be disturbed 
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T回trbase 

s 

4-

J 

2 

／ 

。

< fJX Qmneded 
<2> o Disconnected 

2 3 

(2) 

4 5調周

吋erencebase 
Fig. 6. Deぽ eamentof amplitude of the universal 

earth-curr，回tpo・旬ntialswhen the line is 
artificially回rthedt~rough the insulating 
res is包neeX. 

C2 
Fア，

E1 - J..G E Yi E2 
Ia R ~ .-=i~ 

c,rJX← rYYY- • • v ti v・ きC2
I IP/ ~ / / / / / 7 / / 7 / / ／ 芝／／

E1 ヒ2

Fig. 7 • . GaJvanome飽rmethod wi出 theαlibrating
circuit for the旬ぬIresistance including 
出e回目h.

during the time of operation by the short pぽiodicfluctuation of出euniver錨 Jcurrents 

themselves, and sometimes polarization curren旬. If we keep the re与istanceof the circuit 

GS r;r 
iu such a way that, R ＋百玄勺芯；~ Ci+C,, 

the scale value determined by the latter method becomes approximately independent of 

contact resistances・ C’s and X. 

At any rate, from these considerations it can be concluded that the contact resis-

tances at electrodes should be minimized・舗 po鑓ible槌 wecan in order to avoid both 

unstable potentials due to the variations of contact resistances and insidiousぽ rorscau鎗 d

by the fa叫tyinsulation of the lines and insulators, provided no unstable con組.ctPotentials 

are con民 quentlyin位。ducedin the circuit. 

〔B).Errors due to J aulty insulation UJ measuring a紗 aratus

Although it seems apparently to be much easier to keep the measuring app紅 atus 

in the room than to keep the outdoor equipments in adequate insulation, we must t紘e

care of血eoccurrence of faulty insulation effects during the Ioi:m penod of ob田rvat1ons,

especially when potentials are to be recorded photographically by means of記凶悩ve

galva:nonteters in a dark room. Most of events happened at Kakioka and other places 

were due to the unsatisfactory conditions of the galvanometer詑 t, that is, damage of 
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insulation between two terminals of a galvanometer, leakage through the tripods and 

leading wires connected from the shunt resistance to the galvano泊 eter, and so on. 

Tb回 eunsatisfactory conditions were all caused ,by the accumulation of very small dust 

particles on the surfa白 sof insulators in the coぽ舘 oflong time recording in a dark 

room, of course, the events beeing promoted by the moisture content in the air. 

The rest minor parts were due to the faulty insulation at terminals of various connections 

and natural decreament of insulation resistance of insulators used. 

These insidious errors due to faulty insulation, however, can be detected and 

preventable by the effort of constant and careful cleaning the main portions of galvanometer 

舘 tsand all terminals in the circuit and checking for the constancy of daily scale 

values, jointly using the suitable devices for protecting the all app訂 atus fro .n the dust 

aαごumulation,variations of剖rhumidity and te;nprature. For exa;nple, coating bare.:l 

portions of the leading wire near the terminals and tripods with high quality liquid 

insulator, sealing the wax on the surface of concrete block on which the galvanometers 

were set, and sometimes setting the galvanometers in a suitable thermostat, or in a 

semi-underground house in which temperature and humidity were kept approximately 

constant, and etc., were all experienced to be simple and useful for the present 

.Problem. 

At last, it is not to be forgotten出atin someαse all dry cells or batteries, 

usually t～6 volts, used in the calibrating circuit or Potentiometer circuit should be 

carefully insulated. 

4. Contact resistances and their time variations 

Some examples of the eff，舵tivecontact resistance:s between two electrodes and 

their time variations measured at Iμkioka釘egiv~n in Tab.le 7, which were all measured 

by the Kohlrausch’s bridge wi白 thealternating current sdurce of ten thou回 ndcycles. 

As is 舘~en· in the table, their mean values extend台omthe minimum five hundred 

ohms of ew component to the maximum舘 venhundred ohms of ns, while f Qr each base 

he・ maximum deviation from its mean in出ecourse of the ye訂 approximatelyamounts 

~O 20%. Thus, in出 sca関 theeffective ・contact resistance of EW, or ns component 

above-mentioned only amoun飴 toless than one percent of the high series resistance 

in鈍 rtedin the circuit, and at least the seぉon.alvariations of all comPonen包 canbe 

neglected in the measurement of potentials. A~ it is well known, the contact resis飽nee
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is principally controlled by the surface紅白 ofthe eiectrode, closeness of contact 

between the surface of the elec位oaeand its ad1acent part of the soil, amount of moisture 

content, kinds of salts contained in it, and so on. Then, at different plaiα~ and by 

different proce.路 ofinstallation, we may have sometimes so large contact resistances, 

or their remarkable time variations出atthe accuracy and stablen回 sof the measurement 

訂eprincipally decided by the unavoidable changes of chemical and physical ・ states of 

the ground. .In practice, however, it may be more important to keep the constant 

contact resistance in long period than to make itぉ smallas Po路ible,if we can not 

realize simultaneously the詑 twoconditions. Any extraneous effect at the electrode, which 

may be accidentally mtroduced by rnakmg mechanically the contact resistar :e as sma~l 

as po回ible，ぬouldbe avoided, b民 auseany unstable contact Potential is usually much 

troublesome to甘eatthan to avoid the ・effect. due to a rather large contact r缶詰，tance.

Table 7. Eff民tivecontact r回is加 lC回くめ insome indepndent base lines at曲eKakioka 
Ma伊 eticOb記 rva旬ry.（玄103の

Date 1948 <t) <2) m 1949 
19/IV ~9/V 28/Vl 31/Vll 28/¥fil 31/Wl 16/J玄 17/JX19/JX 30/X 24/Xl 8/Xll 22／工 22/1123/Dl 

EW 0.64 0.62 0.弱 0.600.63 0.60 0.55 0.45 0.48 0.54 0.51 0.54 0.55 0.60 0.63 

Ba~.e*J ew 0.57 0.55 0.50 0.49 0.44 0.45 0.42 0;44 0.44 0.49 0.50 0.53 0 .. 58 0.59 0.60 

ns 0.82 0.78 0.67 0.64 0.59 0.59 0.54 0.56 0.57 0.60 0.65 0.68 0.75 0.75 0.76 

Remarks j く1)after rain；く2)heavy rain；く3)after heavy rain 

併 Referto Table 4. 

Ref erring to the further continued data(4〕． the contact resistance .generally 

undergoes a rather simple seasonal variation with a maximum in the interval from ・the 

later spring to the early summer, and a・minimum in the autumn months, though some 

irregularities are found in the period from the later s凶nmerto the early aut山nn

(Table 7). And the mean amplititude of the seasonal variation鵠倒nsto make no 

remarkable change from year to ye訂 asf訂 asthese electrodes紅 econcerned. On the 

occasions of heav:v rains, however, the contact resistance of the regular eastward base, 

くOトline, decreased rapidly and recovered gradually, of which mechanism may be 

:onnected to the irregularities appe訂 edin the period from the latter summer to the 

early autumn above・rnentioned. 

Although we have no need in this paper tυtouch the further details of the 

contact resistance, it may be worthy to see a similar seasonal variation of the earth’s 
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Fig, 8. Seasonal variation of effective contQct resistanc回 andearth・resistivitiesat Kakioka. 

目出stivityof the upper layer of the earth. In Fig. 8 are shown the seasonal variations 

ofbo出 effectivecontact r伺 is阻ncesくR)and resistivities (p) which were measured by the 

me出.odof Wennぽ ・Gish-Looneywith a megger type ratiometerくL・10type reaistivity meter 

by出eYokogawa Elec甘icWorks). In the vicinity of the observatory the uppermost 

layer up to the depth about one hundred met釘 sbelow the surface has a rather uniform 

r伺 istivityof about 10'0. cm. It may be ex開ctedfrom this ~igure that the記鎚onal

V副・'iationof the contact resistance can be principally controlled by that of re3istivity, but 

de pen也 locallyupon the physical and chemical state3 in the adjacent part of the ground 

to the electrodes. 

5. Variations of contm;t potentials 

From the electrochemical point of views, there should be no仰 tentialdifference 

existing between two electrodes which訂 eidentically eョualin their phycical and chemic沼l

s也tesand niade to contact with a homogeneous and isotropic medium. However, this 

is not ptactically realized in回目h・currentmeasurements, even if we use two identically 

equal electrodes. Theref9re, it is a common sense among the earth・curr.entists that 

one of the most important points in the earth・current measurement is how to minimize 

the contact potentials and how long to keep 1t m a constant state, becau舘 itis 
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practically impossible to hurry the electrodes in the ground without some contac 

potentials between any two electrodes. In order to get a pair of el即位。desto meet 

d児 島位ouble鈎 med佃 iands,skilful methods have been propo詑 dby鉛 meauthers・【5〕．

In our routine works it wぉ frequentlyeff舵tivein practice to・hurry加 thelec・ 

trod.es in some artificially prep訂 edsubstanc偲 inplace of the natural soils. At KAkioka 

two elec位。d回 werehurried in large volwne of charcoal fine gravels, of which some 

details of performance will be described in the next paragraph. For an another出 ample,

at Owashiくλ＝136° 12’E, '}'=34。04’N),a branch station of出eMagnetic O恥ぽvatory,

by replacing the very sandy ground of about three cubic met，ぽswi出世iefine clayey soil, 

in which double・αrbon electrod邸 Wぽeins泊lied.・J arge contact potential variations were 

almost di担.ppea~ed·inthe eastward line (Fig. 9a). Before th:"s reconstruction of elec位。d凶

the record of this base showed the very typical and larg~ contact potential variations due 

to the rainfall as shown in Fig. 9h. For the northward base, however,. there was seen 

no remarkable improvement, because we made no replacement of soil for. the south elec・ 

2t/c旬。

29700 

2?600 • 
G花 B官i
135＇。'E.M.T

Owashi 

NS 

olt q也t

置rWKm
100 

吋 80

的

。九

Fig. 9a. An example showing improvement of electrode performance by replacing the 
natural ground with other substances at Ow鵠 hi.
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This improvement for trode o叫y.

the eastward M誕 maybe eJ中l垣間d

by the very small change of moisture 
ふな！？：

同
一帆

the carefully compacted content in 'A'i 

clayey volume回 idabove due to its 

permeability 

compared with出atof the very鈍 ndy

part surrounding it. 

of coefficient smallぽ

An another低 ampleof simi-
＼ 

el舵仕odeelaborate mη，re but 1ぽ．

Pr 

100m111 

{I performance was car討edout at Kaid-

oka for the equipment of the sub-

o' 4tJ... 
(/JS・E.MM.T.)

Fig. 9b. Large and rapid abnormal changes of ear也・
cuπent potentials due句 rainfallat Owashi. 

Jd  2時d01. 

of (2）・line,e智twardline, regular 

This base was situated on the line e泣endedwhich recording was started. in April, i950. 

and it~ east-pole was set down about く0)-line,westwards of the regular eastward line, 

Theel低位。deused is schematically ten meters eastwards to the west-pole of the latter. 

Tw<' tarbon rods shown in Fig. 10. 

Carbon 
-rod 

ma  

charcoal gravels, 

packed 

m 

carefully 

hurried 

were 

were 

which 

enclosed 

by田 ndlayer, and connected p訂 allel 

wi也 theovぽheadline. 

cylinder concret~ hollow 

L句，：dca.bte 

Concrea.t 
Cf!linder ~ 

All outer 、

surface of the・ concrete cylinder and 

士。i包 cov町 werecoated wi也 pitch

protect出ev白田1仕omthe p釘℃ora-

tion of moisture仕omthe surrounding 

t/O' 

A“pot”el即位。debuπied upside 
down. 

Fig. 10. 

For 

明ras

soil, except the bottom side. 

羽nreunderground leading 世ie

As it is used出elead cable wire. 

variations of daily mean values of potential gradien飽 obsぽvedby世話sseen in Fig. 11, 

。出ぽ

whole, 

国 ch

As a 

accordance 

ago. rears 
good fairly in 

down about sixteen 

are く0）ーline,

being set 

EW line, 

in spite of the la.tter base 

reg叫arthe and line 
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Fig. 11. Com開ri回，nof daily m回nvalu回 oftwo maependent ba駒 lineswith. diffぽ ent

el民trod時． “pot”elec回 deand coppぽ田charcoalel舵 trode.

位teymade al$0 no appr悶 ablelong開nodvariations due to some舷甘aneo凶 eff1配旬

n回 Z血eelectrodes, showi~ hardly connぽ tionwi也 neithぽ thecorr回pondingdaily means 

of the horizontal intensity of geomagnetism, nor amount of rainfall. 

The~ examples, therefore, tell us that if we can pay Oぽ carefuland proper 

considerations to bo出 constructionand installation of electrodes, and togethぽ wiぬ to

the circumstance of the place, we can exp配 ta po鵠ibilityto get a fairly・ good condition 

of electrodes, and consequently stable contact potential!3. 

Coneぽ凶ngto’也ed配位。deperformance, it must be al鈎 noted也atthough 

it is frequently le弱 emphasizedto protect splices join凶ngthe undぽ groundwire to 

the el艇 なodepropぽ仕omper租 eationof soil moisture, remarkable con包.ctpoten討als

can be ap開aredespecially when出e回 ld1ぽ edjoin旬 are.ini開ぽ倒ly伐卯詑dto也e

ground. Ref erring to this point，世iefollowing simple expぽimentw.錨 αrriedout. 

By the田 mearrangemehl: shown in Fig. 4, contact卯 tentialbetween. P1 and P :a w錨

measured when鈎 idぽ ed joint~ poinぬ betweenm's and p’S W釘 e 偲戸田d ~o 出e

鉛 lutionby tearing o丘thepitch layぽ Scoated on出eir・surfaces. Some of世ier伺叫旬

are given in the following Table 8. 
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Table 8. Variations of con包ctpoぬntialdue旬 imperf配 tinsulation at splic回．

Pitch layer Conぬd po包ntial恥tw白 nP1 and P!l 

く1) 回 iston加也 sideof P1 and P, 0.06mv P1 negative 

くの no layer on one side of P1 only and P~ unchanged 19.60 P1 negative 

(S) no layers on one・ side of both P1 and P2 0.35 P1 positive 

ての no layers on ho也 sid回 ofP1 and one side. of Ps 15.33 p, n句ative

く5)no Jaye時価防白 sid回 ofP，組dP, 0.18 P，卯sitive

’Therefore, when we have some diff~rent mat・釘ialswi出 di丘町・entphysical and chemical 

S旬t白紙 somepar旬。felectrod1伺 orits underground wires，田~rious pr町 autionmust be 

paied for the elec位。depぽfonnan，偲， forin坑組ce,when the lead electrodes紅eu舘 d.

As it is e総 ilyundぽstoodby the above expE到riment,similar precaution sho叫d加

paied for the perfect prot舵 tionof underground wires台om血eabrasion and ~oπ倒on,

even no diff e,rent mat，ぽialsbeing contained in them. If a part of the copper wire 

directly or・位U"oughlow insulation is e却 O健 dto出.esoil, at which depth it mi~ht has 

different physi但 land chemical stat飽食om也0鎗 atthe el白色吋epropぽ， thevery 

pむtof the wire would take a roJe of an ano也町 electrode. The contact pate凶 als

出回 producedmay be apt ~o varr especially n伺 r白念伺r出’asurface, accompanying 

wi白出e var抱討onsof various.恒nclsof meteorological elemen旬， i.e., temperature, 

amount of rainfall, content d 鈎 ilmoi詑ureand鉛 on. An actual以 amplewill be 

shown in Fig. 12 in which allαJrVes are drawn by the original millimetぽ ・readings. In 

血ecomp<>~nd of the Kakio~a Magnetic ・ 0泊町vatory,a t釘nporarye鎚 W紅 dline, 100 

me旬四 lo~. w槌 installedin October, 1倒4,adjacent to也esub-regul訂 base, (1）・line.

In也iscase as the underground wire W槌 U提 da ・simple Ie~d cable, thickn笛 sof出e

outぽ leadCOV1釘 andinner single lay;ぽ g凶nwere 0. 6 mm  and 1. 0 mm, respectively. 

At first, registrations were found・ normal, but se~med gradually to become out of order 

before not so Ipng t泊iepa鎚edaft町 installation. In the figure D’S curves wm be 

r偲 ponsiblefor也e担 .mplesshowing these different pr9C白 S回. The curvta, D’s, are 

calculated・ from也eho町 ly.valu田 ofbo也 sub-regularba詑 and怯mporaryone by the 

following回中1ression,

D~ 三 ei一α：ea.=s, (1.-1,/.s), β－ ~， ~ .• 81 -1 ~ 一一一ー α＝ー一一一ーーーーーーー-Alt’企｝9.s, .βs，’ 

where 
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忽｝

e,: hourly absolute values of the sub・regular base line. 

e, : hourly absolute values of the temporary base. 

I,: length of ordinate in mm on the recording pa酬とrfor e, 

l!I : length of ordinate in mm on the recording paper for e3 

~I •. : mean len~h of ordinate in mm corresponding to the amount of changes of 

short-period variations of the univer鵠 le訂仙・cu訂entsfor the sub-regular 

base line . 

.iii,: corresponding value to ~. for the temporary ba鵠 line.

S1：舘alevalue (mv/km) for the sub・regular base line. 

s，：配alevalueくmv/km)for the temporary ba鵠 line.

Since it is reぉonableto ~uppose 出at the el~tric conductivity of the earth is constant 

during the, time interval, now two days, as far as the present ba・鵠 sare concerned, D1 

can be responsible for・ a kind of residual potential which depends upon the local 

potentials, mainly contact potentials. Then，百世iecurvP. D1 shows a s仕aightline. 

both ba詑 srelatively have no variable contact ootentiats, wbile when it does not so, both 

or .eith~ of th~m contain some VC!1'iaple potentials in the interval of time concerned. 

In the figure the uppぽ D1C町 ve(Dec. 19・20,1944), which corr・回pondsto the normal 

state －批 thebiginning of the installation，ぬowsalmost a straight line in the limit of 

error, while on the con仕ary,the low・ぽ o.くDec.9・10,1950) changes with a large 

diurnal variation. On the othぽ hand,we have no・sucha .diurnal variation in the D:i 

curve which is calculated in a similar wayぉ donefor Di by combing the sub-regular 

ba艶，く0・line.and regular EW ba鑓，（0）・line. Then this large qiurnal variation of D, 

must be originated in t~e temporary base only. Indeed, it is vぽ yreasonable to see 

an intimate correlation between D, (Dec. 9・10, 1950) and the simultaneous variation 

of鈎 i1temperat町 e部 shownin the lowest curves, b舵 au艶 thereexamination of 

the undぽ gtoundlead wires showed clearly faulty insulation at 'two p訂 tsof the W回 t

pole wire. It is to be回 D配 iallynoted here that the “r偲 idualpotentialsぺ or

“D・curve ”me出od.propo路 dhぽewill be useful for the detection of various kinds of 

local changes superposed on other p紅 白 。fpotentials, which may othぽwi鈍 beovぽ－

looked even by a keen・ obsぽverdue to their small amplitude or indefini旬。αurrence（句．

6. Comparison of um'versal earth-current potentials observed with 

different kinds of electrodes and apparatus 
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Fig. 12. An example showing ah10ilaal variations o（回 rth・potentialsdue旬 fa叫tyinsu: 
lation of a undergro凶ldhading wire. 

(A). Galvanometer method with different ・kinds of electrodes 

In order to check whether some independent r配 ordsobtained. by the凶 ua

iimple galvanometer method with different kinds of electrod飴 anddiff，釘entorder・ of 

magni加deof Q町 rentflowing in the circuit do accord with each otnぽ s, or not， 出ree

temporary continuous observations wereηariied out in the compound at the Kakioka 

Magnetic O恥ぽvatory.Each of the lines is equally of 100 meters・ long and laid almost 
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in the錨 mee旬；t・w邸 tvertical plane. In order to get accurate readings avoiding any 

ぽror・due芦ogradual .change of. absolute values, only shqrt. period vむ iationscontinued 

le錦 thanthlrty minutes were selected on出er舵 ords. TJ>.e calibration of potentials 

was made for the total circuit focluding・也eground. The electrod~· used were. of fol-

lowfog three kinds，鍋.t'ura~ed CuSO, nori·polari~in.g sin~le electrode(7), carbon rod double 

el配 trodes(8) and copper plates burried in charcoal powdぽ； theirs甘uctures紅 esche・ 

matically shown in Fig. J.3. Some details of the .in伺 sure.meI¥tand. mean rela~ive ampli-

。

εtectro~tic毛仰v
Cyli叫 .er

toC悦

qubon-rod El~rode 

ぬli~伽pooM

f.u詑 dLead 

Copperwi叩

Pam.ff.in知ked
・Ch.amber 

Fig. 13a. C.uSO,, non-polarizing国 mellia・bottle

electrode. 
Fig. 13b. Carbon rod el~ode. 

Fig. 13c. 
Copperぐ：harcoal
electro~e. 

. tude ratio which 訂 e derived. from the mean valil飽 of

. t>otentials for .. each speeified・intぽ val of .. amplitude range 

訂 egiven in the following Table 9. As it may be位 pected

only台om白etable, we can find no . stati~tical significant 

difference between any two mean v叫U白 of・potentials. among 

the three -Obsぽ同tions..It. adqition to the above白φeri.Il).ent,

f~町 t邸t obsぽ v_atiohswぽ eαrriedout for. sho此釘 lines

down to ten meters long, and th~. fQrmer r回i1itwas泊 .tsfactori・ 

ly just凶ed.As it is・ reasonably偲 pected,ther~ore, it. may ~ 
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Table 9. M伺 nrelative ampli加deratio for short period variations of univer飽 I白此h・αE阻 its.

Amplitude range: mp  /km 'Sc Ea h 
M 鈎 12・，00-3.991ι00-5.99 >6.00. (Amp/nlln) (Amp.) （~） 

N田nberof obs. 12 8 3 2 

ー euso, 1 ・1 1 1 1. 0.10・9 2.5.10-3 20 

'El即位吋eQuo＇以m 0.97 0.98 0.95 0.98 12.0.10-a 4. O.I0-8 町

Copp官 。 0.99' 0.99 0.97 0.98 ・i.s.10-1 1. 2.10--0 350 

Sc: c町田t卸nsibilityof galvan個 et町．
Ea: Mi阻 Eabsolu飴 valueof 伊飴ntialsexpre部 eciby Ct町 ent.
h : dep・出 ofelec市odeat their . middle 卯 ＿ints. 

調 1e!y.担idthat血eme曲。dof . continuous galvanome仕icrecording of e紅白『current

PQ.tentials can afford也esame result y.rithin the limit. of error when the field equipment 

is in favodrable conditions, notwithstanding that the nature of・ material, ~imension and 

aπangem回itof d配色・odesthemselves and, m a. certain. case, the magnitude of the 

curr伺 tflowing up・ the circuit, are all. different in wide range. 

〔B〕.Micromax se/f..."recording potentiometer. method 

At Kakioka we compared the amplitudes of the umv，ぽsal回此h-cu町ents m飽 sured

by two inqependent methods, the one was the simple galvapome仕icmethod above-men 

tioned and 出·~ 0出ぽ．也atof the健 lf-recorqingpotentiometer of miぽomaxt~9〕． τ'he 

current舘 nsibilityof the galvanometer attached to出epotentiometer is about 10司 7

amp/mm~ which corresponds to 0. 6 mv/mm 

on也er舵 ording・ papeど， andthe ・ balancing 

operation can be rep回 tedev1世ytwo紙記onds.

τ'he potential d丘町・en，αョsto be m伺sur~ 訂e

intermittently marked . on the d時et every 

'.{ourty five. ・seconds by synchronous devi伺 s.

The ba鑓 sused for comparison 訂etwo 30 . -20 

．伺 .stwardlines of which one is也e尚早tlar

line, (0）・line,an~ 也e other ~nning 1. 05 km 

long 但 sterly.from the point 150 metぽ・s・

羽 tto the east pole of the former base. 

An低 ampleof comparison for the diurnal 

・ro.

明Wk訓

章。

Etos~ 

10 

-10 

-20 

'Y1 

／ 

10 20 

E1so 
30明WK官

Fig. 14. Compari卸 nof 
amplitudes of universal 
回此h叩町回tpotentials ・ 
m噂 stn"edby two me也ods;
也eone関 nsitive伊 Iva-
no me・也r me也吋（~uo)
and the other micromax 
self-r似おr必ng n搬出tio
me脂血ethodCE1.0.~）. 
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variation is 'showh in Fig. 14 in which for the galvanometer・ metho~ . all avwlable 

. hourly departures from 'the me~n in the_ whole pぽiodare given at just times, while 

for ・ t~e ・ potentiomet釘 method each-_co,rresponding value is it?.terporated by two 

consecutive points・ before and after the just time. As it is僻 m in the figure two 

method afford a good coincidence as ~ whole; their mean values of the absOlute 

magnitude of departures are E1.o:i=6:'79 mv/km and Et.弱.：：6.85 mv/km, r・伺開ctively.More-

ovぽ， moredirect comparison by ~sing the純.meinstanta~eous values for short period 

univ町田1variations showed bettぽ coincideneeeven・ for.回 chindividual obsぽvation.On the 

other hand, similar comparisons between two observa討ons.made by the galvanometric 

method only give no 4ifferences nearly within the limit ofぽror.(10).

7 Polarization 

.At last but' not least a word sh9uld be .added to .the above-mentioneq ・s旬飴ment~hat 

we could hardly find any appreciable・ amount of so・αlled・polarization effect as f訂 as

the above experiment was concerned. In・ order to・avoidor minimize polarlza~on it is 

desir.a~le cm principl~ to measure statica,lly or to keep出eamount and . duration of 

~urrettt flowing in the. cii-cuit as small as po錨ible~ in prac~ice the latter, that is, 

pptentiometric method will be betc・ぽ forthe measurement. Nowadays, some typ回 of

self-recording potentiometers with.skil~ul m低ha凶伺1or elec~onic devices may be appl~ed 

to it. F~r the observation of rathぽ longp剖odphenomena, -an intermittent . rec~rding 

may be better for the aim of minimizing polarization, but at the ordinary observatory 

continuous recordings of such ・short pぽiodvar誌tionsas their ・duration timeぬ掲出an

some minut図的 needed as well as出悦 ofdiurnal variations. From thls point and 

o出ertechnical reasons, the sensitive . galvanome住icme出odis conveniently used, and 

can be also effective, as already written, for minimizing I?Olarization, provided羽 tis-

factory pぽformanceof electrodes, small contact potentials-and pぽ~ect. insulatl。n.Some 

experiments(il) and fielm works suggest that. a part of pol訂 助tioncan・ be contI叫led.by 

the physi回 land.:Chemical natur・笛 ofdifferent soils or artificially .in位。ducedmaterials 

紅 ound出eelecげ・odes. At any rate it is po：関ibleto make pol~ation as small a~ to 

be practioally neglected by using suitable method, proper apparatus and electrodes. 
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§ 3. .Measurements of ea此hぐurrent.. po~en揺als at品eMagnetic Ob鵠 rva句η

くKakio'ka)and・ i旬 branchobservatories 

1. Mesurements oj earth currents at Kakioka 

As i~ . is sometim回 given in the ~配eeding paragraph, thぽe are some 

in~ependent もおes at Kakioka of which (0)-Iines (Table 4 and Fig. 2) are now operating 

as a regul紅 routinebases. For conv~nience’S 鈍ke. for the釦比herstatement, some 

舗前ntialp_oin旬 of也.e~uipment at Kakioka will be reviewed. togethぽ withtop9graphy . 

and .geology n信江出eobserv~tory. 

くi) • Topography and geology . 

The observing place, Lat. 36。13.9'N and Long. 140°11. 5’E, is locコatedぬ t:Jte・no抗h・

儲 sternP.art of也eKwanto-Pla~e into which a chain of moun匂insof ・ Tsukuba block 

ju也 outt。nor血・馴血，白償却・erageheight bejng about fo町 hundredmeters. As 

.l'iowh in Fig. 15 the observatory is situated in the middle ”で ofa small basin 

Fig. 15. 

elongated j・n the nortli・鈎utl¥ dir・釘 ttonto・出e伺 .stside of this chain of mountains. .A 

sma11 ・river, the Koi鑓． runs through the・ b槌 infrom no此h-sou出 to sοuth・儲stand 
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empties mco the Lake Kasumigauta at the distance abol;lt 20km ・合・omthe obsぽ vatory.

A small hill, 136 me位回 highabove the鵠 a-level,stands about one kilome佐eap訂 tin 

due south from the o同町~aぬry, along its foot being l~ed downゆ.e・. r~gular eastward 

line・. 

According to the geologi伺1survey伺汀iedout in the neighbourhood of the ・Tsu 

kuba mountain block~. by the Geological Survey Bureau(12〕andto our preliminary measure-

ment of earth-resistivity m~de m tite・ vicinitf of the o凶ぽvatory,it was shown that the 

geologi伺1s甘ucturein世iehilly. p紅白紅emore or le掲 complexdue to . abundance of 

granite and mi伺 Schist. The land n回rthe ~bservatory is, however,.= cov.ぽ ed:with the 

supぽf1cialunif or~ iayぽぱ loamiexcept the UPP•ぽ P訂t ・of the hill, where roeks 

lay bare a~ several poin旬。fthe surface. It can be presumed出atthe magnitude of 

.. univぽ泊learth-current varh~tions or their direction of current flow niay be locally 

modified by such geological .s官邸側resof ・subterranean. ma弱eswith high resistivity. 

(ii). Layout and equipment 

Some es鑓 ntialP.oints of theequipment"for the regular base.only will.be ・de釦 ribed

h釘ewe make no touch to 出esub·r~gular short ba鵠，く0・linea,installed as伺 rlyas 

in 1932; The system pf ins凶 Iation<?f出ebase is of aぽO鎚typ~， but not a right angle 

~ommon~ec位。deone口勾；the・回 stand north line3 inters舵 t・perpendicularly at a point 

70 met・ぽswest of the 伺s~ el釘trodeand Rmetぽ ssou出 ofthe norlh one. The base 

length of世ienorth component -line is 1. 10 km, i匂 direction・being north tive degreea 

west. The伺 stline ~s ・1. 50 km long and rμns to nor出 eightyfive degreea east. This 

orientati.on. of the lin~3 ・was adopted .to be suited to the .topography and low expense,"but 

has no inevitable need fpt · th~ ob~ation.. Theぽ・eain the immediate vicinity along 

出elin回 ismore or less flat，出e.maポmum・range of its ruggedne田 beingle3S than ten 

~e位es at most, and quite neg~igihle cotnp_ai:ed with the・ base lengch. The overhead 

lines,. doubly coated刊bbぽ insulatedcoppぽ.w~es, are support~d .by porcelain double 

cup insulators・fixed on・ wooden. pil紅 s・ at a hei~ht about four metres above・世iesurface. 

The maintenance・ o( all .. field equipments in good co,:iditions has been carried on by 

laborious toぽ ofinspection along .the loJJ.g -coぽ・seof iines and careful te3th:ig for their 

d~mages and faulty insulation. 

Tl時electI:oc;iein ・use is of double-elec位odetype，出atis, consis旬oftwocoppぽ platea

of one me仕esquare conuected parallel to the main li.ne. Each plate is b~ed v倒 1伺 Uy・
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in fine oak <;harcoal gravels of出reeor four hundred kilograms at the depth of about 

出reemeters or more below the surfa~e. the horizontal distance being five met釘 sap訂 1

The p紅 tof lead-covered cable from each, plate w鵠 t白tedfor its insulation and coated 

wi血 asphalt~f supぽiorauality to protect血e・p訂 tfrom corrosion and leakage. The 

soils in the immediate vicinity of泊施伺stand north elec位。d鎚訂erathぽ browncolour 

loam to出edepth about two met＆$企~m which it becom包 sandy,while the uppermost 

lay~. at齢制thand w~ electro知的moreclaYish brovJn loam up to悦 depth

three me甘・es. During the insぬIlati.on也echarcoal fine gravels w母・epacked firmly and 

uniformly around・ the el配位odeswi出 carefuland patient end伺.~our to m討cea pair of 

d配 trodeas equall as Dossible. The digged soils were returned back in the hole in出Ceir

natural order of deposit and harden by falling a heavy weight uniformly upon the whole 

E伺 of.the :Qole. 

As the m~thod of recording民 useda galvanometric one. The sensibility of血e

galvanometer is enough for the ordinary ・recording at the ord~r of 10-e～10-9 amp. /mm, 

because. amplitude of伺 ith-currentpotentials is relatively large; especially for the east 

component m伺 nmaximum range of也eP.iurnal variation amounts to 19. lmv/km in the 

sunspot minimum y儲 r1943. In each circuit is in.~袋町ted a sぽ iesresistance of nianganin 

wir飴 ofsome ten thou鈍 ndohms. It is so large compa児 dwi出血e~f配tive contact 

r邸 istancesof也eelec位。desthat the total reistance of the circuit becomea almost equal 

to the ser附 res~~nce itself. The e紅白－potent均lsare photographically recorde~ and 

calcuiated ・ by ・ the deflections of . the galvanometぽ andthe scale values, which are 

、 frequentlycalibrated by a standard elec:：甘omotiveforce impre部 edaσ0錨 thegalvanometer 

unit in place of the line. The hourly zero positions of the galvanometer. from which 

hourly values are r伺d，紅・e.automat-

i叫 Jymarked・ on・ the recording pap釘

by opening the cir:cuit for two minutes 

from ~ust hourwi自由edock町control-

~d mぽ eぽ yrelay. The recording is 

made on世iefloor in. a semi-undぽ・

ground house at the dep血 twometres 

below the surfa~e. ・ A model of・ the 

simple ・circuit i~f shown in Fig. 16. 

ε 

N S E・ W 

Fig. 16. A m剖elcircuit 'toど「thegalvanometric 
method maki:Jlg、possibleto haye .two kinds of 
国 libration; the one .for to也lcircuit including 
出e組目hand lines, :while the <?ther exclqding 
them. 
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Regarding the measuremeruit of舘 rth・resisti吋tysome .details w也1be given 

elsewhere. 

・2. Routine observations of earth-currents・ at; the observatories. attached to the 

Magnetic, Observat01' yくKakioka)

At present routine ・obsぽ vations.o王位Z出・cuπ・en飽・ar~ goin~ on at following出ree

plac伺， Memambetsui~ .. Hokkaido Dis位ict,Kanoya in Kyushyu Dis位ict.andHaranomachi 

in the middle p~ of Japan Is~~nd. . Their geographical coordina飽3・and・; base length are 

given in. the following Table 1.0. The equipmen旬 at 出e鵠 olac白 a.r~m由 也sifnilぽ wi出

tho鵠 atKakioka, but. P.1AC位。des出emselveaused are of double carbon · rods . くF~. 13b) 

except copper cylinders at Memambetsu. 

0凶訂va旬ry

・Memambetsu 

Kano}ra 

Haranomachr 

Table・ 10. 

Lat. く＿N) Long.くE)

43。・55’ 1“0 12’ 
31 25 lSO 53 

釘~ 140 56 

Base I阻 g也

EW’ NS＇軸 ・

160m 195m 

1.65km 2.SOkin 

l.SSkm 0.85km 

後 G伺 graphi回IW舗が鋭副st.andnぽth・回u出

Due to the violent・ meteorological di鰍 ll'banc・伺. in出e勾配証iedp釘 iodof a y伺 r

the maintenance of the regular recQrding is so difficult~ad 仕·equently spoiled at Memam・ 

be旬uand Kanoya. ・ At白白eplaces" undぽgr<lundcables and special devices of血e

construction and pぽformanceof electrodes.・ are strongly demanded. 

Concluding Rema,ks 

In this paper are ~u蹴d也efundamen也lproble~s of伺 r出-cun:entm伺－

Sぽ em側旬， thatis，仕iemethod and apparatus U時 d.,Pぽformanceand maintenance of field 

equipment and various kinds of errors which may be introduced・ in the measurement. 

In鈎 mesense，世iough血ey舘 em'to be simple, they have not hithe此ob健 n 住：eated鉛

，~ystematically 出at even at pr.鎚 entth町eremain鉛 meo~uriti飽 to prevent the active 

improvement in世話s1t .Id of geophysi，偲 ． The expぽ imentaland ~c~ field infoy;matio凶

:will make better survice to the observations of various kinds of伺 rth・cuqentPotentjals, 

and further precise understanding of this brand¥ of詑 ience.

， 
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